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We study the Cauchy problem for the generalized BenjaminOn equation 
a,u-D IDI”‘u=DV’(u), (*I 
where D = d/d.*, p > 0, and I’E +?‘(I& W) with P’(0) = Y’(0) = 0. Using cummutator 
identities and estimates, we prove that the equation (*) exhibits smoothing proper- 
ties similar to those of the generalized Kortewegde Vries equation (GKdV), which 
is the special case p = 1 of (*). If Vsatisties suitable estimates at zero and at intinity, 
we prove that the Cauchy problem for the equation (a) with initial data u(O)=u, 
has a solution ue.L”([w, L’) n L1?,,(F!, H&) if U,,E L’, and has a solution 
UEL~(IW, H#)nLf,,(R, Hf&) if use H” (finite energy solution). In addition, we 
prove that the usual Benjamin-On0 equation (PC= l/2, v’(u)=&) has a solution 
uoL”([w, H’) n L&(R, HBf) for C+,E H’. Those results are easily extended to 
related equations such as the intermediate long wave equation or the Smith 
equation. CD 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to the study of the Cauchy problem for the 
generalized Benjamin-On0 (GBO) equation 
a,zl-Lu=DV’(u) (1.1) 
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with initial condition ~(0, x) = U,,(X) at time 1 =O. Here L =Dd’, 
D=d/dx, w=(-D~)~‘*, PLO, and VE%‘(R, R) with V(O)= v’(O)=O. 
The function I/ is the potential that appears in the formally conserved 
energy for the equation (1.1) (see (4.6) below). In the special case 
V’(u) = u2, the equation (1.1) reduces to the ordinary Kortewegde Vries 
equation for p = 1 and to the ordinary Benjamin-On0 equation for p = lj2. 
We also consider the case of more general operators L that behave as Dw2P 
at infinity in Fourier transformed variables, thereby covering the case of 
other equations of practical interest such as the intermediate long wave 
equation and the Smith equation. Our main results include the existence of 
global solutions in L”(R, L2) for initial data u0 E L2 and of global solutions 
in L”(R, HP) for initial data u0 in the Sobolev space HP, which is naturally 
interpreted as the energy space in that case. In addition, the equation (1.1) 
turns out to have smoothing properties. In particular, the solutions that we 
construct turn out to lie in Lf,,(R, Hf”,,) for z+, EL* and in L~,,(R, Hf$) for 
u. E Hp. In the special case p = l/2, V’(U) = u2 of the ordinary 
Benjamin-On0 equation, we also prove the existence of global solutions in 
L”(R, H’) n L~,(R, H:Lz), thereby improving a previously known result. 
For ,u = l/2 and general V, we obtain a similar result, but only locally in 
time. In the general case, the assumptions on V require no more local 
regularity than VE %?‘. They require in addition suitable restrictions on the 
behaviour of Vat zero and at infinity (see (3.1), (3.14) and (4.12), (4.13) 
below). 
A large amount of work has been devoted to the existence problem for 
solutions of the equation (1.1) in the special case p = 1 of the so-called 
generalized Kortewegde Vries equation. We refer to [4] for a more 
detailed introduction and a comprehensive bibliography, to [lo, 141 for 
general surveys, and to [4,5, 111 for some recent results. The smoothing 
properties of the equation, first exhibited in [lo, 121 (see also [3]) turn 
out to play an important role in the existence proof of solutions with low 
regularity, namely with u,, E L’ [S, 10, 121, as well as in the proof of 
uniqueness results [4]. Comparatively less effort has been devoted to the 
equation (1.1) for other values of p. In the special case ,U = l/2, V’(U) = u’, 
the existence of relatively regular solutions, namely solutions in L”(W, H”) 
with u0 E N” for s = 1 or s >, 3/2, has been proved in [ 1,8,9, 15,15a], while 
the corresponding smoothing properties have been obtained in [15] for 
s > 312 and (in a non-optimal way) for s = 1. For general p, the existence 
of finite energy solutions has been proved in [16] as a special case of a 
more general study. The existence results of L2 solutions and the smoothing 
properties given in the present paper are new. 
The methods used in this paper to prove the existence of solutions are 
standard compactness methods and follow closely a previous paper [S] 
where the same problem was treated in the special case p = 1. We refer to 
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[S] for a more detailed introduction. As in [S], we first prove the existence 
of solutions of suitably regularized versions of the equation (1.1) and then 
remove the regularization by a limiting procedure using a priori estimates 
of the solutions of the regularized equation and general compactness 
arguments. It turns out to be convenient to use a parabolic regularization 
in the case of L2 solutions and a regularization by mollifiers in the case of 
finite energy solutions. In addition, in both cases it is convenient to use a 
second compactness method of the Faedo-Galerkin (FG) type [13] to 
prove the existence of solutions of the regularized equation. 
When generalizing the existence results of [S] from the special case ,U = 1 
to the case of general p, the main difficulty arises in the proof of the 
smoothing properties, which play an important role in the existence proof 
of L2 solutions. For ,u= 1, those properties follow from the almost 
positivity of the commutator 
[L, h] = - [D’, h] = - 3Dh’D -h”’ (1.2) 
up to the h”’ term, for 12 a smooth non-decreasing function, and an essential 
step of the generalization consists in extending that property to the case of 
the non-local operator L = Do2”. In a previous paper [7] we developed a 
method to handle that problem by expanding the commutator as a finite 
sum of terms exhibiting locality properties plus a remainder which turns 
out to be a compact operator. With that expansion available, the methods 
of [S] apply with some technical complications. As in [S], the smoothing 
properties appear in the form of two basic identities or inequalities (see 
(3.16), (4.4), and (4.32) below) which generalize the corresponding ones of 
the case p= 1 (see (2.10), (3.1), and (3.24) of [S]) and correspond to the 
smoothing property from L”(L’) to Lf&(Hfb,) and from L”(W) to 
L&.(HzJ, respectively. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall and extend the 
results of [7] by providing additional commutator expansions and deriving 
additional boundedness and compactness properties of the associated 
remainders (Propositions 2.1 and 2.2). We then define and compare various 
auxiliary norms which are instrumental in exploiting those properties in 
subsequent sections (Proposition 2.3). In Section 3, we treat the case of L2 
solutions. We first prove the existence of solutions of the parabolically 
regularized equation by the FG method (Lemma 3.1), we establish the 
regularized version of the first smoothing identity for such solutions 
(Lemma 3.2), and we prove the existence of L* solutions, keeping track of 
the smoothing identity as an inequality (Proposition 3.1). In Section 4, we 
treat the case of finite energy solutions, namely of solutions in L”(R, HP). 
We first give a preliminary result which proves the conservation of the 
L*-norm and the first smoothing identity for finite energy solutions if ,U >, 1 
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and paves the way to a proof of the same properties if l/2 < p < 1. We then 
introduce the regularization by mollifiers and the associated approximate 
conservation laws of the I,‘-norm and of the energy (see (4.10) an (4.11) 
below), we prove the existence of solutions of the regularized equation and 
then the existence of finite energy solutions (Proposition 4.1). Under 
slightly stronger assumptions on V, we then prove the smoothing property. 
namely the fact that the previously constructed finite energy solutions 
belong to L&(H~&). That property enables us to complete the proof of the 
first smoothing identity (as an equality) and in particular of the conservation 
of the I,*-norm, and finally to prove the second smoothing identity (as an 
inequality) (Proposition 4.2). 
Sections 3 and 4 follow closely Sections 2 and 3 of [S], with additional 
complications. We have tried to make this paper reasonably self contained 
and at the same time to avoid too much duplication. Thus the estimates are 
given in full detail, while the abstract arguments are shortened and in some 
cases even omitted. 
In Section 5, we restrict our attention to the special case ,u = l/2 and 
study the existence problem and smoothing properties at the next level of 
smoothness, namely from L”(H2p) = L”(H’) to L&(H$ E I&,(N:;~j. 
The smoothing property arises from a third identity (see (5.4) and (5.15)) 
which we derive for smooth solutions of the equation (1.1) and of a 
regularized version thereof. Using that identity, we then derive the expected 
existence and smoothness properties, first in the special case V’(uj = z.? of 
the ordinary Benjamin--On0 equation and globally in time (Proposi- 
tion 5.1) and finally for general (smooth) r but only locally in time 
(Proposition 5.2). 
In Section 6 we sketch briefly the extension of the previous results to 
related equations with a more general operator L, as described at the 
beginning of this introduction. 
We conclude this introduction by giving some additional notation that 
will be used without further explanation throughout the paper. Most of it 
is common with [S]. We denote by 11. /Ir the norm in I.’ E L’( [w), by F the 
exponent dual to r defined by l/r + l/r’= 1, by ( ., . ) the scalar product in 
L’, by IllAl// the norm of a bounded operator A in L.‘, by 9(A) the domain 
of an (unbounded) operator A in L’, and by Q(A) -9(A”:‘“) the form 
domain of a positive self-adjoint operator A = A* > 0. For any interval 
IC R, for any Banach space X, we denote by +9(1, X) (resp. %‘,,,(I, X)) the 
space of continuous (resp. weakly continuous) functions from I to X, and 
by Lq(l, X) (resp. L&(1, X)) the space of measurable functions v from I to 
X such that Ilv(. j; XII E Lq(l) (resp. L&(l)). For any c( 20, we denote by 
H” the space of functions VE L* such that also c()%E L* and for any 
compact interval J, we denote by H”(J) the space of functions VE Ha with 
compact support contained in J. We shall make extensive use of the 
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following spaces. Let 1 <q, Y, s< co. We define P(Lr/(Z, L’)) as the space of 
functions v of (t, .x) E Ix R for which the following quantity is finite 
<GO. 
For any 012 0, we define Z’(Lq(Z, H”)) as the space of functions v such that 
v and c.Pv belong to I”(Lq(Z, L2j). 
We also define the local spaces I’(L~,,(Z, L’)) and P(LP,,(Z, Ha)) as the 
spaces of functions v of (t, X) E Ix R such that for any compact interval 
JC Z, the restriction v ) JX R belongs to I”(Lq(J, L’)) and PLq(J, Hz)), respec- 
tively. We denote the Fourier transform by 
We denote by Supp v the support of a function v, by x(P) the characteristic 
function of the set of points in R satisfying a given property P, by ;1 v p 
and 1 A p the maximum and minimum of two real numbers 1 and p, and 
by [A] the integral part of a real number 1. For any i E R, we define 
A+ = 0 v ( f 2). For any two operators P and Q, we denote the anticom- 
mutator by [P, Q] + , and for any operator P, we denote by Ad P the map 
Q + CP, PI. 
The main results of this paper for the specal case 0 < ZJ < 1 have been 
announced in [S]. 
2. COMMUTATOR EXPANSIONS AND APPLICATIONS 
In this section we derive a number of auxiliary results which will be 
repeatedly used in the rest of this paper. They include various commutator 
expansions together with boundedness and compactness properties of the 
remainders, and the definition and comparison of some relevant function 
space norms. The basic problem to be solved is to handle efficiently the 
non-local operator oLI for non-integer a and in particular to obtain 
representations of its commutators with multiplication operators by 
functions that exhibit as much locality as possible. The main results in that 
direction have already been given in [7] and will be slightly extended 
below. Before that however we derive a number of similar but more 
elementary results based on a simple Taylor expansion. 
Let a>O, let 6 = 0 or 1, let ?z be a non-negative integer, and let h be a 
smooth function with suitable decay at infinity, for instance with h’ E 9. 
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We define the operators 
where the last sum is absent if II = 0, 
a 0 j =(j!)-‘a(a-l)...(a-j+l) 
and Ir(j’ denotes both the jth derivative of 12 and the operator of multiplica- 
tion by that function. In Fourier transformed variables, the operator 
Sb,,Ja) is represented by the integral kernel 
where 
Sa,,(a) --f -i6(2~) m”2R(i_” - t’)sa+(a; t, {‘), (2.2) 
where E = sgn 5, E’ = sgn t’, so that s,,,(a; c, i_“‘) is simply the remainder at 
order n of the Taylor expansion of the function s” + E /<I”. In what follows, 
the dependence of S&a) and sg,,,(a) on IZ and a will be omitted when no 
confusion can occur. We shall need the following elementary estimate for 
%(5> 5’). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let a>O, bb0, ~30, and n<a+b<a+b+c<n+l. 
Therz 
151b ML i”)l (ItI v 15’1Y9 lt-~‘ia+b+C (2.4) 
with 
C=l+ c ” . 
I( I OCj<rr J 
(2.5) 
In the region EE’ = 1, (2.4) holds with C = 1. In the region EE’ = - 1, (2.4) 
lzolds without any upper restriction on 6, c. 
ProoJ: Since sg( - 5, -c’) = ( - )‘sJ<, <‘), it suffices to consider the case 
r > 0. For 5’ < 0, (2.4) follows immediately from the definition (2.3) and the 
fact that 151, 15’1 < 151 + 14’1 = l&t’l. We next consider the case where 
{ > 0, 5’ > 0, and we treat the cases c < <’ and 5: > C’ separately: 
We consider first the case 0 <t’ CC;‘. In that case it is sufficient to 
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consider the case c = 0, a + b < n + 1. By the standard formula for the 
Taylor remainder 
Wq& <‘I=(-Y-l (1) (a-n) j~&(~-~‘)n~a-“-‘4”- (2.6) 
Clearly that expression is not bounded by a function of 5 - <’ alone if 
a + b > II + 1, as can be seen easily by letting l--f co for fixed 5 - 5’. If 
a + b <n + 1, the quantity in the integrand v”-“~ ‘lb = (5/~)b@‘bP”-’ is 
a decreasing function of r for fixed 5 - 5’ and q - 5’ so that for fixed 5 - 5’ 
the integral is maximum for 5’ = 0, in which case it reduces to 
which proves (2.4) in that case with C= 1 since 1(“;‘)1 < 1 for 
0 < a < n + 1. Note also that the lower condition a + b > n is not required 
in that case. We next consider the case 0 < 5 < g’. By the standard formula 
for the Taylor remainder 
x Iu-~l~ldrr”(l+o--r)“-“-‘~“(l+~)‘) 
i 
(2.7) 
0 
with o=Q(<‘-5) and z=(l’-q)/((‘-<j. Now for fixed 12, a, and b, the 
last integral is increasing in c. It suffices therefore to consider the case 
c = n + 1 - (a + b). For that value of c and for fixed n and a, the integral 
depends on b only through the factor (G/( 1 + o))~ and is therefore decreas- 
ing in b. Then two cases arise. 
If u> IZ, we take b = 0 and c=n + 1 -u. The last bracket in (2.7) 
becomes 
The integrand is then decreasing in cr since a d n + 1 and therefore takes its 
maximum for r~ = 0, namely for 5 = 0. Coming back to the definition (2.3) 
(and remembering that now b = 0) then yields (2.4) with C= 1 in this case. 
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If a <n, we take a + b = n and c = 1, so that from (2.7) 
Integration by part of the second integral yields 
since the last integral is positive. This proves (2.4) with C = ) (; )I 6 1 in that 
case. Q.E.D. 
The previous estimate implies boundedness and compactness properties 
of the operator S,.,(a). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let a > 0, b 3 0, c > 0, and 
n<a+b<a+b+c<n+l. (2.10) 
Then 
(1) The operator wbS6Ja)oY is bounded in L2w:ith norm 
)IlcobSd,n(a)wCIII d C(271-‘!’ IIF(oY*b+ch)ll ), 
where C is given by (2.5). 
(2.11) 
(2) Assume in addition that a + b + c < n f 1. Then the operator 
WbSb,n(a)coc is compuct in L2. 
Proof: Part (1). From (2.2) and (2.4) it follows that the integral 
kernel of the given operator in Fourier space variables is estimated by 
C(2n)-‘!2 I& - (‘)I I< - (‘[a+b+c (2.12) 
and the result follows immediately from the Young inequality. 
Part (2). This is a consequence of the following lemma 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a bounded operator in L’ such that the operators 
13-4~” are bounded for 0 < tl, M’ f cq, for some cq, > 0 and such that A has 
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an integral kernel A(& 5’) which is uniformly continuous in 5 on bounded 
sets, namely 
I45 + a, <‘I - A(& 01 <da) for 151, 15’1 GL (2.13) 
where ~,(a) tends to zero when a tends to zero for fi*xed 1. Then A is a 
compact operator. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. From the characterization of compact subsets of 
L2 given in [ 18, p. 2751, it follows that A is compact provided the image 
of the unit ball in L’ 
(i) is a bounded set: this follows from the boundedness of A; 
(ii) consists of functions which vanish uniformly at infinity in 
L2-norm (in Fourier space variables): this follows from the fact that 
11x(151 aM412d~-” Illo”AIII Il42; 
(iii) is equicontinuous in L2-norm with respect o translations: let ?, 
be the translation by a (in Fourier space variables). Then 
ll(W -A)~TG~~~-~ IIIA~~III ll4l~ 
+ 2(/- lal)F Ill~“Alll 11412 
+ Ilx(l~l6 I- I4 )(?,A - A)x(ltl < 04Iz. (2.14) 
Using (2.13) and the representation of A through its integral kernel, we 
estimate the last norm as 
so that (2.14) can be made small uniformly for IJu((~ < 1 by taking first I 
sufficiently large and then a sufficiently small for fixed 1. Q.E.D. 
Part (2) of Proposition 2.1 follows directly from Lemma 2.2 applied to 
the operator A = (dS,,,(a)d)*. The boundedness properties of A follow 
from Part (1 ), with 2c+, = n + 1 - (a + b + c), while the continuity properties 
follow from (2.1)-(2.3) directly, In fact, the integral kernel of A is HGlder 
continuous in 5 with exponent a A 1 if c = 0 and with exponent c A 1 if 
c > 0. Q.E.D. 
We now turn to a more elaborate expansion of commutators given in a 
previous paper [7]. We briefly recall the results of [7] and supplement 
them with some additional information. Let a = Zp + 1 > 1, let n be a non- 
negative integer and h a smooth function with suitable decay at infinity. We 
define the operator 
&(a) = Cffma, hl - (WNP,(a) - HP,(a)% (2.15) 
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where 
P,,(~) = a C cy+l(- ji4-jor’-.ihlY+l)W~-.i (2.16) 
O<j<n 
and 
czj+r = ((2j+ l)!))’ n (a’- (2kt 1)1). (2.17) 
O<k<j 
It was shown in [7] that R,(a) can be represented as 
%(a) = CK en(Q)1 + + [ma, cff, /Ill + > (2.18 j
where 
Qn(ffj = (a2- (2n + 1)2j4--(~~+1)~~,~+~ 
s 
1 
X d/l o+“)“[Log CO, [c/(r--l), (Ad g’)2n+1k]]~~(i’-n)‘. (2.19) 
0 
In Fourier space variables, the operator &(a) is represented by the 
integral kernel 
Q,(u) --, (27c)-riqt - 5’) l&yl”:’ 2aq,(a, r), (2.20) 
where 151 = l<‘l e2’ and 
q,(a; t) = (a’- (2n + 1)2)C2n+ 1 
x ‘ds(sinhr)‘“+la-‘sinh(a(t-s)). i (2.21) 0 
The function q,(a; t) satisfies the following estimates. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let n be a non-negative integer. The following esrimates hold 
(1) For 2r1+ 1 < a < 2n + 3 (and with equality for a = 2n + 3) 
2a lqn(a, t)l < (2 lsinh tl)“. (2.22) 
(2j For l<a<2n+ 1 
2a lqn(a, t)l d C(2 lsinh tl)2”+1. (2.23 j
(3) For l<a<2n+3 
2a IqJa, t)l f a(2n + 3))’ (2 lsinh tl)2”+3. (2.24) 
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ProoJ: Part (1) is L.emma 1 of [7]. Part (2) follows from Part (3) for 
small t, say for ltl 6 T for some fixed T, and from an independent estimate 
for large t which we now give. We estimate for t > 0 
s I &(sinh 7) “+I sinh(a(r- 7)) 0 
<4-‘“+” ‘r&exp[at+(2n+1-a)r] j 0 
=4-(“+r’(2n+ 1 --a)-‘[exp((2n+ l)t)-exp(at)] 
so that 
jq,(a; t)j <(a+2n+ 1)~~,+~4-(“+~~a-‘exp[((2n+ 1) v a)r] 
and for a<2n+l and (113 T>O, 
Iqil(U; t)l 6 (U+ 2n + 1)C2,r+14-(“+ “U-l 
x (l_e-“Tj-(2n+1)(2 lsinh t()‘“+l. (2.25) 
Part (3 j follows from the fact that the integral in (2.21) is an increasing 
function of a, that the quantity 
/(a’- (2n + 1)2)c 2n+11 =((2n+ I)!)--1 n &(2j+ I)21 
04jGn 
is smaller for 1 6 a < 212 + 3 then its value for a = 2n + 3, so that jq,(u; t)j 6 
q,(2n + 3, I tl ) for 16 a d 2n + 3, and from Part (I) applied with a = 2n + 3. 
Q.E.D. 
The previous estimates imply boundedness and compactness properties 
of the operator R,,(u), generalizing Proposition 1 of [7]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let n be a non-negative integer, and a > 1, b > 0, be 
such that 
2n+ 1 <u+226<2n+3. (2.26) 
Then 
(1) The operator obR,(u)ob is bounded in L* with norm 
~~~u~R,~(u)o~~~~ d C(27r-‘I2 IJF(con+2bh)/) I. (2.27) 
Zf uk2n+ 1, one can take C= 1. 
(2) Assume in addition that 
2n+ 1 du+26<2n+3. 
Then the operator o”R,(u)ob is compact in L*. 
(2.28) 
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Prooj Part (1). By interpolation between (2.22) if a > 2n + 1 or (2.23) 
if ~1< 2n + 1 and (2.24), it follows that under (2.26) 
2a (q,(a; t)l < C(2 Jsinh tl)0+26, (2.29) 
where one can take C= 1 if a> 272 + 1. Substituting that estimate in (2.20) 
and comparing with (2.18) shows that the integral kernel of obR,,(a)& is 
bounded by 
in the region <<’ 2 0. In the region <5’ < 0, the kernel of d’R,(ajd is the 
contribution of the second term in the right hand side of (2.18j and there- 
fore trivially satisfies the same bound with C = 1. Part (1) and the estimate 
(2.27) then follow from the Young inequality. 
Part (2). The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2.1 Part (2) 
through Lemma 2.2. Let now A = w’R,,(a) &. The image of the unit ball 
in L’ under A is bounded since A is bounded. In order to prove uniform 
decay at infinity in L2-norm, we choose CI such that 0<2a < 1, 
2a62n + 3 - (a+26). In the same way as in the proof of Part (1 j, the 
integral kernel of oaAqor is bounded by Cl&< - <‘)[ lt - ~‘IUf2h+2z, so that 
this operator is bounded from F(Lm) to L2 for 1~ nz 6 2, with 
and lJm= l/2+ l/s, by the Young inequality. We choose s,, 2<s+ <‘x), 
such that s f LX 2 1 (for instance, s + = co and s- = 2). We can then estimate 
Ilx(l~l ~W4l,d~-’ baA412 
x Ilx(ltl >< 1) I41 --IL* /lull2 (2.32) 
which proves the required decay at infinity. 
For a + 2b > 2n + 1, equicontinuity with respect o translations follows in 
the same way as before (by using (2.14) and (2.32)) from the uniform con- 
tinuity of the kernel of A on bounded sets, which in turn follows from the 
definitions (2.15), (2.16). In fact, the kernel of ~?‘[Hw~, k]ob is Holder 
continuous with exponent a A 1 if b = 0 and b A 1 if b > 0, while that of 
P,(a) is Holder continuous with exponent p + b -- n > 0 for 2n + I< a + 2b. 
For a + 2b = 2n + 1, or equivalently p + b = n, the previous argument does 
not apply since the term j = n in P,(a) is not continuous in 5 for 5 = 0 (or 
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in 5’ for c’= 0). The contribution of that term to R,(a) (see (2.15)) is 
g - HgH where 
g= -(a/2)~~~+~(-)‘*4-“h(*“+~) 
and can be rewritten as 2g - (g + HgH), thereby yielding a decomposition 
of R,(Q) as 
R,(a) = k(4 - (g + HgW. 
The operator g + HgH has the integral kernel 
(2.33) 
with support in the region tt’ < 0, so that for any b 3 0, c 2 0 the operator 
Wb(g + HgH)o’ has its kernel bounded by 
and satisfies therefore all the boundedness properties (actually much 
stronger ones) obtained for R,(a) in Part (1) and its proof. So does 
therefore also &a). Since in addition AJa) has Holder continuous kernel 
(the term 2g coming from j = n in (2.16) being smooth j, the previous proof 
applies and R,(a) is compact. It remains therefore only to be shown 
that g + HgH satisfies the property of equicontinuity with respect o trans- 
lations. Now 
(?,-Q)(g+HgH)u=(f,H-Hz”,)gHu+(fag-g)u+H(f,g-g)Hu. 
(2.34) 
By the Young inequality and the unitarity of H in L2, the sum of the last 
two terms is estimated in L2-norm by 
and tends to zero when a tends to zero by the strong continuity of trans- 
lations in L’, uniformly for u in the unit ball of L*. To estimate the first 
term in the right hand side of (2.34), we note that 
9((H-f-,Ht,)gHu)(S)=i(~(<)-~(~+a))cF(gHu)(t) 
so that by the Young and Holder inequalities, for 2 <r 6 cc 
lI(~,H--~^,)gH~ll,d2~“’ lIdI,- II42 
which is seen to tend to zero when a tends to zero uniformly in u by taking 
r< ~9. Q.E.D. 
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The treatment of commutators given above can be easily extended to the 
case of anticommutators. We refer to [7] for the necessary tools. In the 
subsequent applications, we shall need only anticommutators with 
c.!?~ =( - )k D2k for k an integer. In that case, one obtains a finite expansion 
without remainder. The result is 
[&k, h] + = (- jk [D*k, A] + = 2( - )k 1 c2j4-iDk--‘,$‘2j)Dk-i (2.35) 
O<j<k 
with 
4~~‘c,=((2j)!)~’ n (k’-I”). (2.36) 
O$/<j 
In a previous paper [6] we gave another decomposition of commutators 
[He)“, lz], valid for 1< a < 3. That decomposition fulfills the same purposes 
as (2.15)-(2.19) with n = 0. However, it does not generalize to higher values 
of II. The remainder at order zero is then represented as a series of third 
order commutators, instead of an integral as in (2.19). For rational ,u, the 
series reduces to a finite sum, and for L a simple fraction that sum has only 
a small number of terms, and looks simpler than the general representation 
(2.15)-(2.19). Of special interest is the case ,D = l/2, or equivalently a= 2, 
corresponding to the ordinary Benjamin-On0 equation. For future 
reference, we now give the finite sum decompositions of commutators that 
are useful in that case. They can be deduced from the general theory of 
[6], or more simply in that case by direct computation. 
For a = 2, b = 0, n = 0, one obtains 
[Ho”, 17-j = 2c0”‘h’o’l’2 + [co’/*, [co”“, h’]] - w[H, h]o. (2.37) 
For a = 2, b = l/2, n = 1, one obtains 
(@[f&g, h] fjp = (3/2)ok’o - (1/2)oHE1’Ho - (l/,)/z”’ 
- (1/4)(Ad &‘)%’ - w3:2[H, ~-Jc$~. (2.38) 
The “remainders” consists of the last two terms in (2.37) and of the last 
two terms in (2.38) and are easily seen to be compact operators by 
the same kind of arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 Part (2). 
A typical ingredient of the proof is the inequality 
15t’11!4 1 l(lL.i2- l<‘l”2l Q (t/2) lItI- l<‘i j (2.39) 
which implies the norm estimate 
l/iOk/4((Ads1;*)kh’)oki4~jl <(2n)-W2-k l~~(~(k+~3)~~1 (2.40 j
for any non-negative integer k. 
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In a similar way, the remainder of the expansion (2.1) takes a simple 
form in the cases that are relevant for the ordinary Benjamin-On0 
equation. The most relevant case corresponds to a = 3/2, 6 = 1, n = 1, where 
(2.1) yields 
2Sr,,(3/2) = 2[Ho 312 h] _ 3oi!2/1~ = - [0112, h’] , 
- [ol”2, [HcfF, h]]cu”’ - cu1’2[H, h]w. (2.41) 
We now turn to a different but closely related question and study the 
relations between some function space norms which will be useful to derive 
the smoothing properties of the equation (1.1). Let u be a sufficiently 
regular function of one (space) variable. Let ,U > 0 and g E GF?~. We define 
the quantities 
Nl(#u, g; u)= c lIgH”o”4:+ II4:~ 
S=O.l 
(2.42) 
N2(Pc1, g; u) = o<i<c~, ,z 1 lIgff”~“-w:+ ll4:~ 1 (2.43) 
. . 
N,(PY g; u) = Il~ei4l: + II4 :- (2.44) 
Those quantities are well defined (for instance) for u E Hk, n L2. In what 
follows, we shall omit the argument u to abbreviate the notation. Note that 
since the operator ob[H, g2]ob is bounded in L2 for all b > 0, the terms 
with 6 = 0 and with 6 = 1 in (2.42) and (2.43) define equivalent norms. We 
could have defined Nr and N2 with either of them but we have included 
both for convenience reasons. That point wil not be mentioned any more 
in the applications. Obviously 
N,(lu, g) = N,h 8) + N,(P - 1, g) - ll4:’ NI(P, g). (2.45 ). 
We begin the comparison of N2 and N, by the following result. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let ,u > 0 and g E U;. Then 
(1) For any E > 0, there exists c, > 0 such that 
N,(ru - 1, g) d EN&A g) + c, ll4:. 
(2) Let in addition 2 E 97;) 2 = 1 on Supp g. Then 
N3h g) d CN2h EL 
N2b-4 g) d C(N,b, g) + NAP - 1, 2)). 
(2.46) 
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
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The constants c, and C are (of course) independent on u, depend on p 
boundedly on bounded intervals, and depend on g in a translation invariant 
fashion. 
Proof. Part (1) follows immediately from the Sobolev inequalities. 
Part (2) follows from the commutation relation (2.1) with a = ,LI, h = g, 
which we rewrite as 
H*ofg = gH”oY’ + c (-)’ ‘I g’i”H~+“o”-j+S, (2.49) 
l<jGCpl 0 
where S is a compact operator by Proposition 2.1 Part (2 j. Taking the 
L’-norm, we obtain on the one hand 
NdPCL, g) G c 1 N,(P -j, g’“) dCN2(P, El 
0 <i< [PI 
and on the other hand 
from which (2.48) follows immediately. The properties stated for the 
various constants are obvious. Q.E.D. 
We now take g E %z, O<gdl,g=l for ls1<1/2,g=Ofor Ixl>l. For 
any sufficiently regular function u of two (time and space) variables defined 
in Ix R where I is an interval of 58, we define for i = 1,2, 3 
mi(~; u) = SUP j dt Nib, t, g; u(t, .I,, 
aeR I 
(2.51 j
where TV g(x) =g(x - a). Those quantities are well defined for 
UE l”(L2(1, HP)) n L’(Z, L’). In fact fl,(p; U) is equivalent to the squared 
norm in that space, while the corresponding property for IVz and 8, follow 
from the next proposition. We again omit the argument 24 to abbreviate the 
notation. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let p > 0. Then 
For any E > 0, there exists c, > 0 such that for i, j = 1, 2, 3, 
IsT,(p- t)<.zRj(p)+c, Ilu;L’(Z,L2)j(:. (2.54) 
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ProoJ: Define g by g(x) = g(x/2) so that g is bounded by a finite sum 
of translates ofg 
Odg< 1 Tjig. (2.55) 
-2<j<2 
Using (2.55), integrating over time and taking the supremum over a in 
(2.47) yields the lirst inequality in (2.52), while (2.48) yields 
R2(Pj d C(JJ3 (11) + Rr(cc - 1) 1, 
from which the second inequality in (2.52) follows by induction on [p] for 
fixed p - [p]. 
In the same way (2.46) implies (2.54) for i=j= 3 which together with 
(2.52), implies (2.54) for i= 2, 3 and j= 2, 3. The first inequality in (2.53) 
follows directly from (2.45). Furthermore, from (2.45) 
n2h) d C(K(PL) + x2@ - 1 Ii 
6 wM4 + m/d + c3 II% L2K L’)ll3 (2.56) 
by (2.54) with i = j = 2. The second inequality in (2.53) follows from (2.56) 
by taking E sufliciently small. The remaining cases of (2.54) fmally follow 
from the previously proved ones and from (2.53). Q.E.D. 
In the applications, the most useful inequality from Proposition 2.3 will 
be (2.54) with i=2 andj= 1. 
We conclude this section with an abstract lemma which will be used in 
Section 4. That lemma is elementary and must be well known. For the 
reader’s convenience, we give a proof thereof rather than try to locate it in 
the literature. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 1 <q < 00 and let f E %(C, C) satisfy If(z)1 d IzI “for ull 
ZE C. Then for any r, q 6 r < CO, the map u +f (u) is strongly continuous 
from L’(W) to L”q(lw”) . 
Proo$ By the uniform continuity off on compact sets, for any a > 0 
and R > 0, there exists oR(u) such that 
If(z) -f (z’)l d nor (2.57) 
whenever IzI <R, I?( d R, lz-~‘1 <a. Furthermore wR(a) decreases to 
zero with a for fixed R. For any property 9, we denote by (9) the set of 
points in R” where P holds. Let 21, ~7 E L’, let I> 0, R > 0, and define 
~=~lxl~I}u{lul~R}u{Ivl3R} (2.58) 
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and a = R”\,S2. We estimate with s = rJq 
Ilfw-f(411:9[n ifb+f.(W+2~-if W+ 14’). 
-Q 
For any a > 0, the first integral is estimated by 
s If(u)-f(u)l”~2”(R/u)’ l/U-ull:+fJ,,~OR(uY, 0 
where o’n is the volume of the unit ball in R”. On the other hand 
O~~‘u({lxlbZ}n{luldR/2)n{12~13R}), 
where 
~'={I-~l~E}u(lul3R/2). 
In the region a’, we use the estimate 
lUl’+ IVl’<(l +2’-‘) lul’f2’-’ /24-Uir 
which is valid everywhere, while in the last region of (2.61) we use 
lul’+ Iu/‘d(l+2’) IU--Vlr 
so that 
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(2.59) 
(2.60) 
(2.61 j
(2.62) 
(2.63) 
Collecting (2.59), (2.60), and (2.63) we obtain for any I > 0, R > 0, a > 0 
+2s-1(2(R/a)r+ I + 2') I/U- oII:. (2.64) 
For fixed u EL’, the right hand side of (2.64) can be made arbitrarily 
small by choosing (in this order) R and 1 ,suffkiently large, a sufficiently 
small, and Y sufficiently close to u in L’-norm. Q.E.D. 
3. EXISTENCE AND SMOOTHNESS OF L" SOLUTIONS 
In this section we prove the existence and smoothness properties of L’ 
solutions of the Cauchy problem for the equation (1.1 ), more precisely of 
solutions in L”(R, L*). We always assume V’ to satisfy the condition 
IV’(P)1 d C(l+ IPI”+‘) (3.1 j 
5@5.‘93!1-12 
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for some p, 0 <:p < CD, and for all p E R. As indicated in the Introduction, 
we prove the result by a compactness method, starting from a parabolically 
regularized version of the equation (1.1). More precisely we replace that 
equation by the equation 
~,u-Lu++~u=D~‘(u~, (3.2) 
where A = .4* is a positive operator in L2 to be specified below and we take 
ye > 0 for positive times and rl<O for negative times. We restrict our 
attention to positive times. We first prove the existence of solutions of the 
regularized equation (3.2) by the FG method. For that and later purposes, 
we introduce the auxiliary Hilbert spaces 
for any non-negative integer I, and we define K-l as the dual of I?, the 
duality being defined by the scalar product in L2. We recall that K’c H’ 
and H-/c K-’ for all I b 0, that K’ c L’ c K-’ for 1 <r< 00, and that D 
is bounded from K’ to K’-’ for all 1. We also introduce the sequence of 
finite dimensional orthogonal projectors P, on the subspace spanned by 
the first n Hermite functions. We recall that I)P,,II = 1 in K’ for all I and y1 
and that P,, tends strongly to II in K’ for all 1 when II tends to infinity. 
We now state the existence result for the regularized equation (3.2). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p > 0. Let VE %/’ with V(0) = V(0) = 0. Let V’ satisjjt 
(3.1) with 0 <p < OS. Let A = wZk with k an integer, k 2 ,LL, and 4k + 1 >p. 
Let p,, E L2. Then the equation (3.2) with initial data u(O) = u0 has a solution 
u satisfying 
~E(L~~W,,,)(R+,L~)~L~(R+,H~). 
That solution satisfies the inequality 
(3.3) 
Ilu(t)llf+2v 1; dz IID”ubN% IMI: (3.4) 
Prooj The proof follows closely that of Lemma 2.1 in [S]. We first 
remark that if u E Lgc( R +, L2) n L&( R +, Hk), then D V’( u) is well defined 
as a distribution in space time. In fact from the Sobolev inequality 
Ilullr<C /Iz~I);-~(~)~~ JlDk J13;(r)ik (3.5) 
with 0 <u(r) E l/2 - l/r < l/2, it follows that u E L%,( R+, L’) with 2k/q = 
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x(r) and in particular II E L;‘,,(iR +, L’) for Y = 4k + 2 so that by (3.1), 
~‘(u)EL~~([W+,L~)+~L~,,([W+,L~) withs=(4k+2)/(p+l)>l. 
We study the equation (3.2) by the FG method. We use the family of 
finite dimensional projectors (P,*} above and we replace the equation (3.2) 
with initial data u(O) = u0 by its finite dimensional projection 
i?,u-PLu+~PAz4=PDv’(uj (3.6) 
with u(t.j = Pu(t) for all t > 0 and initial data ~(0) = Puo with P = P,,. 
Continuous solutions of (3.6) satisfy the relation 
(3.7j 
From Peano’s theorem and the a priori estimate (3.7), it follows that for 
each n, the equation (3.6) with P= P,, has a solution U, such that 
u,~E??‘(R+, K’j for all 130, and u,~ satisfies the estimate (3.7) uniformly in 
n, namely is uniformly bounded in L”(R+, L’)nL’(R+, Hk). That 
property implies uniform boundedness of Lu, in L”(R+, H-““+I)) n 
L2(Rf, Hp’k+l)) and therefore of P,,Lu, in L”(lR+, K-‘“kf’))n 
L”(R+, K-(k+l)), of AU,, in L”(R+, H-“k)n L’(R+, Hpk) and therefore 
of P,Au,, in L”(R+, K-‘k)nL’(R+,K-“), of V’(u,) in L”(lR+, Lm)+ 
L’(R+, L’)c (L” + L”)(R+, K-i), and therefore of P,DV’(u,) in 
(L” + L”)(R+, K-l). Those properties and the equation (3.5) imply that 
d,u, is uniformly bounded in L’“(R+, K-‘Zk+“) + L’(R+, K2). With 
those estimates available, the end of the proof consists in taking the limit 
rz + ADZ by using standard compactness arguments, as that of Lemma 2.1 of 
[S]. We omit the details. 
The next step in the existence proof of solutions of (1.1) consists in 
deriving the first smoothing identity for the regularized equation (3.2). 
For that as well as for later purposes, we need a family of mollifiers 9 
which we define as follows. We choose an even function (pl E %r( iw: R + ) 
with Suppp,c[-1, l] and I/rp,I/,=l, and for all FEZ+ we define 
ipi =jq,(j.lc). We shall eventually let cp tend to 1 in the sense that we 
shall take qn = ‘pr and let j tend to infinity. We shall denote by @ the 
operator of convolution with cp. In addition we need a family of space cut- 
offs g which we define as follows. We choose a function g, E %‘;(w, w + j 
with 0 <g, < 1, g,(.u) = 1 for 1x1 < 1, and gi(x) =0 for IsI 2 2, and for all 
kE z +, we define g,(x) =g,(~//z). We shall eventually let g tend to 1 in the 
sense that we shall take g = g, and let k tend to infinity. We can now state 
the relevant identity. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let p >O. Let VE%’ with V(O)= V’(0) =O, and let V’ 
sat&f& (3.1) lvith 0 <p < co. Let A = uZk with k an integer, k 2 p, and 
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4k - 2 >p. Let u0 E L2 and let u be a solution of the equution (3.2) with 
initial data u(O) = u0 and sati$ving (3.3). Then for any hE%72kti([W) with 
compactly supported h’ and for any t E IF! +? u satisfies the identity 
+ (1/2)(Hu, PHu) + {u, Ru) + v(u, CA, “I,+ u>>(d 
= -2 j;d~ j h’(uV’(u) - V(u))(z), (3.8) 
where P= P,(2p+ 1) and R= R,(2,u + 1) with n= [p], with P,( .) and 
R,( .) de$ned by (2.16) and (2.18), (2.19), and 
(u, [A, h] + u) = 2 1 ( -)‘4-‘c,(Dk-ju, h’2i)Dk-iu) (3.9) 
O<j<k 
in accordance with (2.35). 
ProoJ: The proof follows closely that of Lemma 2.2 in [S]. We first 
consider the case where h has compact support. Let u be a solution of the 
equation (3.2) and let uq = @u (= q * u). Then up E LEC(R+, H’) for all 
13 0 and Us satisfies the equation 
d,u, - Lu, + qAu, = D@V’(u). (3.10) 
By the same computation as in the proof of Proposition 3.8 of [4] 
supplemented with (2.15)-(2.19 j we obtain 
(u,, hu,)it)- (@~40, h@uo) + j; d~(iW<u,, Pu,) 
+ WWHu,, PHu,) + (u,, Ru,)+v+~, CA~d+~,))(d 
= -2 ddr h’(u,~V’(uj- V(u,j)(T) I s 
+ 2 1; dT(hDu,, V’(z.4,) - @v’(U))(T). (3.11) 
We let now cp tend to II in (3.11). By the properties of u and the 
dominated convergence theorem in the time variable, the left hand side of 
(3.11) tends to that of (3.8). We next consider the right hand side of (3.11). 
From the fact that u(z) E Hk almost everywhere in t, it follows that uc -+ u 
in L2 n L”, that V’(u,) and @V’(U) tend to V’(u) in L”, that V(u,) tends 
to V(u) in L”, and that Du, + Du in L2, so that almost everywhere in 7, 
the integrand of the first time integral tends to that in the right hand side 
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of (3.8), while the integrand of the second time integral tends to zero. The 
result then follows from the dominated convergence theorem in the time 
variable and from a priori estimates of the integrands uniformly in y, 
which we now derive. From the Sobolev inequality (3.5), we know already 
that IA E L4(R+, I,‘) with 2k/q = l/2 - l/r. Then from (3.1) 
IJ 
‘h’(u$V”(u)- V(u,), =sC{Ilh’ll, Ilull~+ IWll, ll4l;~:) (3.12) 
which belongs to L:,,( R+ ) for p d 4k. Similarly 
I (h Lkp, k”(qJ-@V’(u))1 GC IPllz (Ilhllz+ llhll, ll45,:,t,,l. (3.13) 
which belongs to L:,,( R+ ) for p < 4k - 2, by the previous integrability 
property of u with V= 2(p + 1) and q =4k(p + 1 j/p and the fact that 
llDullz E LZk(R+) by the Sobolev inequality 
llDull2 d Ilull :- lfk I1D”ull:‘“. 
This completes the proof of (3.8) for compactly supported h. The extension 
of (3.8) to the general case of compactly supported 12’ is performed in the 
same way as in Lemma 2.2 of [S]. QED. 
We can now prove the main result of existence and smoothness of L’ 
solutions. 
FR~PO~ITION 3.1. Let ,u > 0. Let VEV’ with V(0) = V(0) =O. Let V’ 
satisfy (3.1) with 0 <p < 4~ and 
,,f’ym IPI ~ (2+4qpv(p)- V(p))- =o. (3.14) 
Let U,,E L’. Then 
(1) The equation (1.1) with initial data u(O) = u0 has a solution 
uE(L”n%?,<,)(R, L2)nz”(L;,,(R, HP)). (3.15) 
(2) For any h E gzk+’ with k an integer, k 2 ,LL, with h 3 0, compactly 
supported h’ and h’ > 0, that solution satisfies the inequality 
+(1/2)(Hu, PHu)+(u,Ruj)(~) 
< -2 : dT 
s s 
h’(uV’(u) - V(u))(z), (3.16) 
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where P = P,,(2p + 1) and R = R,,(2p + 1) with n = [p] and P,( .), R,(. j 
defined by (2.16) and (2.18) (2.19),f or all t E [w +. A similar inequalitJ1 holds 
for t E W. In particular II satisfies 
for all t E [w. 
II4t)ll*~ l/~bll* (3.17) 
ProoJ: Part (1). The proof follows closely that of Proposition 2.1 of 
[S] and uses a compactness argument starting from the regularized 
equation (3.2) with q > 0 for positive times and q < 0 for negative times, 
and eliminating the parabolic regularization. For that purpose we use the 
identity (3.8) to derive a priori estimates in L”(R, L*) n l”(L&([w, W)) of 
the solutions of the regularized equation (3.2), uniformly with respect o q. 
We restrict our attention to positive times. 
Let A = coZk with k>,u and 4k -2 >p, and let u be a solution of the 
equation (3.2) satisfying (3.3). It follows from Lemma 3.2 with h = 1 that u 
satisfies (3.17). Let now gEG?F, O<g<l, and let ~EVF, Odgdl, 
g(x) = 1 for x E Supp g. We apply (3.8) with k defined by h’ =g, 
h( - co) = 1. Using (2.15)-(2.17), Proposition 2.2 Part (I) and the defini- 
tions (2.42), (2.43), we obtain 
(u, [L,h]u)=(1/2)(2~++) (cYu,(g-HgH)cY’u) 
+ 1 (-4)-jc2j+l(w-ju, (g(2j)--g(2jJH)0)“-ju) 
1 <j< [PI i 
+ (u, Ru) > (1/2)(2p + l)N,(p, g”‘; u) - CNA,u- 1, g; ~4). 
(3.18) 
Similarly, from (2.35) we obtain 
(u, [A, h] + u) = 2 ( Dku, hD%) 
+ 1 ( -L$~‘~,;D~~Ju, g’2j-1)Dk-jU) (3.19) 
l<j<k 
By the Sobolev inequalities, for any E >O there exists C,>O such that 
( Dk -jzd, g (*i-l)gk-jU) G ~l~(*j-l)l(~ IIDk-iUII: 
d 8 llDkull: + C, ll4: 
for 1 <j < k so that since h > 1, 
(u, [A,hl+u)~llDkullf-Cllull:~-~ll~~llf. (3.20) 
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On the other hand, it follows from (3.14) that for any E > 0, there exists a, 
such that 
for all p E R, so that by using the relation h’ = g and (3.17) 
f wwu)- V(u))- de j g (zf14~i+2+aB (!z40!12 ((g/l,. (3.22) 
Assuming without loss of generality that g is of the form g=gF+’ with 
g, E ??z, we estimate by the Sobolev inequalities 
with N3 defined by (2.44). Substituting (3.18), (3.20) (3.22), (3.23) into 
(3.8), we obtain, uniformly for 0 < fl< 1. 
(24, hlr)(l)+S’drl(l/2)(2p+ l)N,(p, g”“; u)-CN,(p-11, jj;u) 
0 
--E iluoll? N,h go; ~1) -C, Iluolld Gllo, hue), (3.24) 
where the constants C and C, depend on g, 2. g, in a translation invariant 
way. We now choose g as in Section 2 (see (2.51)) and take the supremum 
over translations of g. That supremum is finite since u satisfies (3.3) with 
k>p. We obtain 
lI~4~Hl:+wwP+ mu; u)-C~&- 1; u) 
--E II4%k~09C,~ Il~oll2+C ll~oll:. (3.25 j
Taking E sufficiently small depending on // uoll 2 and applying Proposi- 
tion 2.3. we obtain 
~*~~~~~~~~ll~oll~+~~lil~o!l2~~ (3.26) 
which provides the required a priori estima.te of u and Hu in 
/~(L&.(R+, HP)) since E1(p; u) is equivalent tat the squared norm in 
/“(I,‘( [0, t], H’)). 
The a priori estimate of u in L”(R+, L’) n l”(L~,,(W+, H”)) implies 
estimates for the various terms in the equation (3.2). From (2.42), (2.44) 
(2.51), and Proposition 2.3 it follows that for any g E %;, gtr is estimated 
in Lf,,(R+, H”) uniformly with respect o translations of g and therefore by 
Sobolev inequalities and interpolation in Lyo,( R +, L’ j uniformly with 
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respect to translations for 2p/q = l/2 - l/r, so that u is estimated in 
Z”(L;b,(R+, L’)). From that property and from (3.1) it follows that v’(u) 
is estimated in P(Li,,(R +, L”)) for s = (4,~ + 2)/Q + 1). In addition since 
s> 1, the function (1 +x2) -I.” belongs to I”(P) in x and therefore 
(1 + .X~)-~!~ V’(U) is estimated in P(L~,,(R+, L”)) = &,,([w+, L’) c 
L&(R+, K-l). Since the multiplication by (1 +x2)l12 is bounded from Kf 
to K’- ’ for all 1, this implies that F”(u) is estimated in L;,,,(R’ +, K-“), and 
DV’(u) in L&JR +, K-3). Together with the obvious fact that Lu and Au 
are estimated in L”(R+, H-(2kf ‘) ), this implies that solutions of the 
equation (3.2) satisfying (3.3) also have d,zl estimated (uniformly in q) in 
L;,,([W+, K--i=+‘)). 
We now consider a sequence (4,) tending to zero. By Lemma 3.1, for 
each n there exists a solution u, of the equation (3.2) satisfying the previous 
estimates. By compactness, from the sequence {un} we can extract a sub- 
sequence, still denoted by {u,}, converging in the weak-* sense to some u 
in L”(R+, L2). In addition the sequences (H60Pu,} (6=0, 1) converge to 
H’&u weakly in Lf,,(R+, L’(J)) for any compact interval J; for any 
g E 97:) the sequence { gu,> converges weakly to gu in L~,(R +, HP); 
the sequence (a,~,,} converges to a+ in the weak-* sense in 
Lf,,([w+, K-(2k+ 1) ) and the sequence {u,(t) > converges to u(t) weakly in 
L2 for all TV R+, so that in particular u(0) = ZQ,. By further extraction of a 
subsequence, we can ensure that the sequence { V’(u,)} converges in the 
weak-* sense in L~,,(R+, L”(J)) for any compact interval J to some 
UEI”(L;,,(R~, LS)), so that 
atu - Lu = Dv. 
Finally by Aubin’s theorem [13, p. 581 the sequence (un) converges to u 
strongly in L2(1x J) for any compact intervals Ic [W+ and Jc R, so that, 
possibly after further extraction of a subsequence, U, converges to II 
pointwise everywhere in R+ x R. By standard arguments, this implies that 
V’(U) = v and therefore that u satisfies the equation (1.1). We omit the 
details. 
Part (2). We first consider the case where h E VP’. Let J= Supp h’, let 
EEVF, 0 <g < 1, g(x) = 1 for x E J, and let J= Supp 2. We take the limit 
n -+ co in (3.8) for the sequence {u,> considered previously, with h replaced 
by (h + y j where y is a positive constant. Note that y appears only in the 
first two terms and in the term with 7. By the weak convergence of u,(t) 
to u(t) in L2 and the positivity of h and y 
(2.4 (h+7)u>(t)<linm_imnf <u,, (h+y)u,Xt). 
We next consider the contributions of the various terms of P- HPH (see 
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(2.16)). We first consider the term with j=O. By the weak convergence of 
HdcY%,, to H6~% (6 = 0, 1) in L*( [0, t], L’(J)) and the positivity of h’ 
i f dr(o”u, (h’ - Hh’H)o”u)(r) 0 
< lim inf c ’ &(f#(u,, (II’- Hh’H)w”u,,)(z). n-m “0 
We next consider the terms with j> 1. From the previous boundedness and 
convergence properties it follows that g@&-ju, (6 = 0, 1) is bounded and 
converges weakly in L2( [0, t], H’(5)) while 8, gHrjoppiz~,, is bounded and 
converges weakly in L’([O, t], Kmm(3k-if1)) so that by Aubin’s theorem, 
$L&,,” -j U, converges strongly in L2( [0, t]), L’(I)) to ~H’oY-~u. This 
implies the convergence of the terms of P - HPH with j 3 1 to their natural 
limits. The term with R also converges to the natural limit by the pointwise 
weak convergence of u,(r) to U(T) for all z E [0, t J, by the compactness of 
R (see Proposition 2.2 Part (2)) and by the Lebesgue dominated con- 
vergence theorem in the time variable. We next consider the term with 
CAh+Yl+. By the same computation as in (3,20) and the positivity of iz 
and y we obtain 
so that 
The previous arguments take care of the left hand side of (3.8). The right 
hand side of (3.8) is treated exactly as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 of 
[S] with the only difference that now (pV’(p)- V(p))_ is controlled by 
IPI 4p+2 instead of p6 for large IpI in accordance with (3.14). Collecting the 
previous information yields (3.16) with h replaced by (h + 17). We finally 
take the trivial limit y -+ 0, thereby obtaining (3.16). 
The general case where h E %T2k+ ’ only is then obtained by an elementary 
approximation argument. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1. If I/’ satisfies (3.1) with p<4~, the condition (3.14) is 
automaticaly fulfilled. 
4. EXISTENCE AND SMOOTHNESSOF FINITE ENERGY SOLUTIONS 
In this section we prove the existence and smoothness properties of finite 
energy solutions of the equation (l.l), more precisely of solutions in 
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Lz‘([w, HP’). Under suitable assumptions on V, to be given below, all terms 
in (1.1) are easily seen to be well defined as distributions for such a solu- 
tion u, and zd, possibly redefined on a set of measure zero in time, belongs 
to +$,,(I?& HP). Furthermore the first smoothing identity, namely (3.16) with 
equality, will turn out to hold for all such solutions if p 3 1, and at least 
for those constructed below if 0 =CP < 1. The following lemma proves that 
property for ,u B 1, and will be useful later to prove it for l/2 <~i < 1. For 
simplicity, that lemma is stated with assumptions which are stronger than 
needed, although sufficient for the applications. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let i >O, let VE V’ with V(0) = V’(0) = 0. Let I be an 
interval of [w and let u be a solution of the equation (1.1) satisfjling 
24 E(LE n %,:),:)(A L2) n Lf,,(L HP) n GW, L’), (4.1) 
Du E L,‘,,V, Go,), (4.2) 
with 1 < r, s d ccj. Assume in addition that either r = co, or V satisfies (3.1) 
forsomep, O<p<m, s>l, and 
r>(p+2) v (p+ 1)F. (4.3) 
Then 
(1) ueq1, L2). 
(2) For any h E V 2k+ ‘([w ), with k an integer, k 2 p, and with compactly 
supported h’, and for all s arld t in I, u satisfies the identity 
(u, hu)(t) - (u, hu)(s) 
+ tdr{(l/2)(u,Pu)+(l/2)(Hu,PHu)+(u,Rz4)~(~) 
s 1 
= -2 jr dt s h’(uV’(u) - V(u))(s), 
s 
(4.4) 
where P and R are defined as in Proposition 3.1 Part (2). In particular for 
all s and t in I 
Ib(t)llz = II~(S)ll2. (4.5) 
ProoJ: Part (1) follows from (4.5) and from the weak continuity of u 
in L2. Part (2) is proved in the same way as in Lemma 3.1 of [S] and in 
Lemma 3.2 above. We begin with the special case where h has compact 
support. Then the regularized function up = @u satisfies an identity similar 
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to (3.11), but written between s and t instead of 0 and t, and with g = 0. 
We then let cp tend to II. The first two conditions of (4.1) ensure that the 
left hand side has the appropriate limit. The condition (4.2) ensures that 
the integrands of the time integrals in the right hand side have the natural 
limits for almost all 7, while the third condition of (4.1) together with (4.2) 
and possibly (3.1) and (4.3) provides a priori estimates of the integrands 
which allow for the application of the dominated convergence theorem in 
the time variable, thereby proving that the right hand side also tends to the 
natural limit. The extension of (4.5) from the case of compactly supported 
h to that of h with compactly supported 12’ is then performed as in 
Lemma 3.2 above. Finally (4.5) is the special case 12 = 1 of (4.4). QED. 
The assumptions (4.1) (4.2) are satisfied for any solution 
u E (L” n C&.)(1, HP) with I’ = cc, in the case p > 1, and Lemma 4.1 applies 
to all such solutions in that case. For l/2 < ~1 -C 1, Lemma 4.1 does not 
apply directly to all such solutions, but will apply to the solutions con- 
structed below and lying in L&( R, Hf&). For 0 < ,B < l/2, Lemma 4.1 is 
useless. 
For later reference, we define the energy 
E(u) = (l/2) ~lw%4ll: + J‘ dx V(uj (4.6) 
for all u E H” such that V(U) E L’. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, we prove the basic existence result by 
a compactness method, starting from a regularized version of the equation 
(l.l), using the mollifiers cp and space cut-offs g of Section 3. We first 
decompose the interaction term as 
VP) = Vi(P) + VAP), (4.7) 
where Yl(pj = V(p) gl(p) so that V,(p) = V(p) for lpl d 1, V,(p) = V(p) for 
(~1 22, and V(p), V,(p), and VJp) have the same sign for all p. We then 
replace the equation (1.1 j by 
a$4 - Lu = @D( gv; + K)(@u), (4.8 1 
where cp = CJI~ and g denotes the operator of multiplication by g = g, in the 
space variable, for some j, k E Z +. We also replace the initial condition 
u(0) = u0 by u(O) = Quo. If UE LE,(R, L2) is a solution of the equation (4.8 j
with u(O) = @uO, then 24 also satisfies the integral equation 
u(t) = u(t)@u,+/i dT U(t-T)@D(gv; -t v;)(@,u(z)), (4.9) 
0 
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where U(t) = exp(tl) is the free evolution group. From the unitarity of 
Cl(.) in Hk for all kEZ and from (4.9) it follows easily that u~V’(lw, H’) 
for all k30. Furthermore u satisfies the approximate conservation of the 
L*-norm and the conservation of the approximate energy in the form 
ll~wll:+2 {gwwt))+ v*(@u(t)); s 
= IJ@wi’u,Jl:+2/ (gv,(@*240)+ v*(@2u,)}. (4.11) 
The first step in the proof of existence of finite energy solutions consists 
in proving the existence of solutions of the equation (4.8). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let ,a >O, Zer VE@’ with V(0) = V’(0) = 0. Then the 
equation (4.8) with initial data u(0) = ~Dz4~ has a solution u E Lzc( .R, L*). 
Furthermore t4~%?‘(R, Hk) for all k> 0, and ~4 satisfies (4.10) and (4.11). 
ProoJ: The proof proceeds by a FG meihod and is identical with that 
of Lemma 3.2 in [S]. It will be omitted. 
The second step of the proof consists in taking the limit cp + II and g + 1 
and makes essential use of the conservation of the energy. The result can 
be stated as follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let ,a >O. Let VE%‘, with V(0) = V’(0) =O. Let I’ 
satisfy 
lim IpImm(4P+22)Vm(p)=0, 
IPI -m 
V-(p)dCp’ forall pE[-l,l], 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
and in addition, if p < l/2, let V satisfy (3.1) for all p E R with 0 <p < m if 
p.= l/2 and 0 < cc(p + 2) E l/2 - l/(p + 2) <p or equitlalently 0 <p <p* with 
p* = 4p/( 1 - 2,~) if ,a < l/2. Let u,, E HP with V, (a,,) E L’. Then 
(1) The equation (1.1) with initial data u(0) = u. has a solution u 
satisfying 
UE (L” n C,,)(R, HP), 
V(U)EL”(R, L’) 
and satisfying (3.17) for all t E R. 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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(2) If p> 1, then UEV(R, L2) and u satisfies (4.4) and (45)Jor all s 
and t in 5%. 
(3) If either ,u 2 1 or V’> 0, II satkfies 
E(4t)) d E(b) (4.16) 
for all t E R. 
Proof. Part (1). The proof follows closely that of Proposition 3.1 of 
[5]. The first step consists in deriving an a priori estimate in LEC(HV) for 
the solutions of (4.8) by using the conservation laws (4.10) and (4.11). Let 
u be such a solution. It follows from (4.10) that 
l/~~(~)ll~dIl~,ll~+2~, Ildll2Jb~d~ IlNli2 (4.17) 
with 
b,=sup b-’ IV,(P)l 
P 
and therefore by integration 
Ilu(t)ll2G Il%llz+h llg’ll, Id. (4.18 j
On the other hand it follows from (4.12) and (4.13) that for any E > 0, there 
exists a, > 0 such that 
I’-(p)Bc lp(4~+22+LI,p~ (4.19) 
so that by the Sobolev inequalities 
2 1 (gV, + Vz)(@u)> --EC llull~ II~p’ull: - 2% lI4l: (4.20) 
and therefore from (4.11) 
+ 2 j (gV1+ ~,Wu,). (4,21) 
If ,u > l/2, u0 is estimated in L” in terms of its norm in W, and the term 
with V, is estimated by 
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with 
M,(p)= sup p’-‘V,+(P’). 
IP’I G P 
If ,u d l/2, the term with I’, is estimated by (3.1 j and the Sobolev 
inequalities as 
We estimate the term with V, by noting that 
and therefore 
so that for fixed g 
We can therefore choose j=j(k) E Z +, j(k) > k, for each k E Z + so that 
s gk~l+(@i:k)%) < s V,+(uc,)  l/ . (4.24) 
For each kgZ+, the equation (4.8) with g = gk and cp = pick) has a solution 
~1~ which satisfies (4.10) and (4.11) and therefore (4.18) and (4.21). Sub- 
stituting (4.24) and (4.22) or (4.23) into (4.21), and taking E sufficiently 
small shows that uk is estimated a priori in LZJIW, ZP) uniformly in k. 
We now let k tend to infinity. By compactness, from the sequence (uk) 
we can extract a subsequence denoted by (24,,), which converges in the 
weak-* sense in L”(I, HP) to some 24 E L,2C( R, HP) for all compact intervals 
I. In addition @(gI’; + V;)(@u,) converges to some u E Lcc( 58, L m + L”) 
where s = rye, for p > l/2, s < co for p = l/2, and s = (p* + 2)/(p + 1) for 
p < l/2, and a,~,, converges to C?,UE L,$(R, K-‘k+l)) with k integer, k3p, 
all convergences being in the weak-* sense in compact time intervals. 
Furthermore, possibly after redefinition on a set of measure zero in time, 
u E %9,,,,(R, HP) and u,(t) tends to u(t) weakly in Hw for all t E R. In addition 
by Aubin’s theorem and further extraction of a subsequence, @u,, converges 
to 21 pointwise almost everywhere in space time, and by standard 
arguments, u satisfies the equation (1.1). On the other hand, by compact- 
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ness in space, one can extract from the sequence {u,,) a subsequence such 
that @u,(t) converges to u(t) pointwise almost everywhere in space, so that 
by Fatou’s Lemma 
V+(u(t))<liminf (gV,+(@u,,(t))+ Yz+(@u,,(t))}. (4.25) 
From (4.1 l), from the estimates (4.19)-(4.24), from (4.25), and from the 
previous convergences it follows that u satisfies (4.15). Finally taking the 
limit IZ+ CC in (4.17) with Ilg’(lz= IIg;;1\2=lip”2 lig;//z and using weak 
convergence in HP and therefore in L’ pointwise in time show that u 
satisfies (3.17). 
Part (2). This is a special case of Lemma 4.1, the assumptions of 
which are satisfied with r = Co and s = 2. 
Part (3 ). We take the limit cp -+ 1, g -+ 1 in (4.11) along the sequence 
{Us) considered above. By (4.24), the strong convergence of di2 to II, 
possibly (3.1) and easy convergence arguments, 
lim sup( right hand side) d E( u0 ). 
By weak convergence in HA’ pointwise in time 
(4.26) 
Ilo?r(t)ll~dlim inf II~%,,(t)llf. (4.27) 
For VaO, (4.25), (4.26), and (4.27) imply (4.16). For non-positive V, WC 
can complete the proof of (4.16) under the only additional assumption that 
the L’-norm is conserved, a property which follows from Part (2) if p > 1. 
In fact, L2-norm conservation and weak convergence of @&(t) to zc(t) in 
L’ imply strong convergence in L’, which together with uniform bounded- 
ness in HA’ implies strong convergence in L’ for 2 < Y$ cc if p > i, 
2Gr<oo if p=$, and 2<rcp*$2 if PC<, and therefore by (4.12j, 
(4.13), and Lemma 2.5 implies the convergence 
3 lim J” gV-(@24,,(t))+ Vz-(@l(,(t))=[ v-(24(t)). (4.28) 
This completes the proof of (4.16) in so far as L2-norm conservation holds, 
namely at this stage for p 2 1. Q.E.D. 
Under slightly stronger assumptions on the potential V, the finite energy 
solutions satisfy additional smoothness properties. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let p > 0, let V satis-v the assurnptions of Proposition 
4.1, and in addition 
I V’(P)l G c IPI for all PE C-1, l] (4.29) 
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and, zfp<i 
,,f& (IPI ~ (p* + 1)) 1 V’(p)1 = 0 
with p* = 4c(/( 1 - 2~) as above. Let ug E Hp. Then 
(1) The solution u constructed in Proposition 4.1 satisfies 
(4.30) 
u~l”(L;~,(Iw, Hz”)). (4.31) 
(2) That solution u satisfies UE@(@ L2), satisfies (4.4) and (4.5) for 
all s and t E [w, and satisfies (4.16) for all t E Iw. 
(3) For any hEVzk+’ with k an integer, k > u, with h > 0, with com- 
pactly supported h’ and h’ 2 0, for all t E [w +, u satisfies the inequality 
~(~~u,h~~u)+2lhY(.)} (t)+ j-~dr{(l/Z)(o”u, Pw’u) 
+ (1/2)(Ho”u, PHo’%) + (CA, Ro”u) + (V’(u), h’V’(u)) 
+2 1 (-)'fl (DH’o 2p--jl4, hW’(24)) 
IGjCn+l 
+2(o,u, W’(u)) (z) 
I 
6 (oY$,, hw”u,) + 2 j- hV(u,) (4.32) 
and a similar inequality for t E [w -, where P and R are defined as in Proposi- 
tion 3.1 Part (2) and S=S,.,+,(l +,a) as defined by (2.1) with n = [,a]. 
Proof We first remark that under the condition (4.29), the assumption 
Z+,E HP and the other assumptions on V imply that V(U,)E L1 and 
similarly 24 E L”(R, H”) implies V(U) E L”([w, I,‘) so that the integrability 
conditions on V can be omitted without loss of information. Furthermore 
the space cut-off g in (4.8) is unnecessary and can be dropped in the entire 
proof of existence. The regularized equation then reduces to 
alu - Lu = @ DV’(@u). (4.33) 
Note also that (4.32) reduces to (4.16) for h- 1, in the same way as (3.16) 
reduces to (3.17) for h s 1. 
The proof follows closely that of Proposition 3.2 of [S]. The first step 
consists in deriving a regularized version of the second smoothing identity 
(4.32) for solutions of the regularized equation (4.33). Let u E L;zC( [w, L2) be 
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such a solution, so that u E %?I( R, H’) for all I > 0 as mentioned above, and 
let h E gx with compactly supported 11’. By a straightforward computation 
we obtain 
(1/2){d,(o”u, ho’k) + (051, [L, h]o’-‘zf)) = (o%, h DoVti’) 
where ii’= V’(@u), 
‘. = - (Do2%, @hc;‘) + (o%, [h, Dw’@] B’) 
= - (c?,u. CDhV’) + (D@8’, @hF’) 
- (o%f, [DWP’, h] cD81) + (co2%4, (h’@J - [D@, h]) 81). (4.34) 
The first scalar product in the last member of (4.341) can be rewritten as 
(l?$f, @hB’)=i;,jhV(@uj; (4.35) 
the second scalar product is rewritten as 
(D@j’, @hi’)= - (@p’, CD@, h] $) + (l/2)(@‘, h;@,B’)> (4.36) 
and the third scalar product is rewritten by using (2.1) with b = 1 and 
a = 1 + ,u. Collecting (4.34)-(4.36), using (2.15) as before, and integrating 
over time, we obtain 
-(@8’, 1mV’)+2 c (-)“I 
IGj<?Zfl 
X (DH.io’Fiu, j7”‘@~J) 
+ 2(o”u, S@8’) + 2(0”%, (CD@, h] -h’@) v) (5) 
= (@o”u,, h&0%4,) + 2 j h V( @2u,). (4.31) 
We now prove the various parts of Proposition 4.2 successively. 
Part (I ). The main step of the proof consists in deriving an a priori 
estimate of 24 in I”(L,fo,(H2’)) from (4.37) uniformly in cp, knowing already 
505 93 ‘l-13 
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that u is estimated in L;zJ[w, HP). Let g E ‘$?g, 0 <g d 1, with connected 
support. Let 2 be the characteristic function of Supp g + 2 Supp cp, and let 
ggqy, 0 <g 6 1, g(-x j = 1 for x E Supp g + 3 Supp cp. We apply (4.37) with 
h defined by h’ = g, h( - UJ) = 0 and we estimate all terms successively. The 
terms at time t are estimated by 
I (0% hwP’u) I d II gll I lbP4 ; (4.38) 
IJ I 
hU@u) dCll‘!lll lI~II:~(Il%) (4.39) 
with 
M(P) = SUP c2 I I/(P’)l 
IP’I iP 
and Ilull in < C Ilu; IPI1 for ,u > l/2, and by 
lj I 
hV(@u) <c ))g)), (Ilull;+ ))z1));+2-p!2~ ))o~24)/2p!2~} (4.40) 
for p < i/2, by (3.1), (4.29), and the Sobolev inequalities, Similar estimates 
hold for the terms containing u0 in the right hand side of (4.37). We next 
turn to the terms in the time integral. By exactly the same method as in 
Section 3 (see especially (3.18)), the kinetic terms, namely the terms not 
containing 8,, are estimated by 
(o”u, [L, lZ]dll) >, (1/2)(2p + 1) N,(p, g’!‘; w”l.4) 
- CN2(p - 1, jj; 0Yz4). (4.41) 
The terms quadratic in p are estimated by 
I@? GXD@, hl-1Wbl 6 llgll, (2 llxcp’II~+ 1)IIXB’II:, (4.42) 
where we have used Lemma 3.3 of [S] with the elementary additional 
estimate 
Ill CW hl III G Ilh’ll cc Il-v’ll I. 
The sum overj in (4.37) is estimated by 
I 1 
1s.. <c 
, <j;,,+, IIXH’- 
sD2~+‘-julJ2 IljjB’llr, (4.43) 
i . . 
where C depends on g in a translation invariant way. The previous terms 
therefore require an estimate of p in Lf,,, which we give now. For ,u > l/2, 
we use (4.29) to obtain the global estimate 
Ilm~ /I~II2~‘(Il~ll,) (4.44) 
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with 
M’(p) = SUP lp’l -I / v’(p’jl. 
IP’I s P 
For ,LJ = l/2, we use (3.1), (4.29), and the Sobolev inequalities to obtain the 
global estimate 
11 V’ll2 6 c jlllllz (1 + ilO’~“Ui/~). (4.45 ) 
For ,D < l/2, it follows from (4.30) that for any E > 0, there exists k such 
that 
lb”(P)1 ds IpIp*+’ (4.44) 
for IpI > k. We split v’ = Vr + Vi with V;(p) =g,(p) V’(p) and gk one of 
the cut-off functions introduced in Section 3, so that Vi also satisfies (4.44 j, 
while 
with 
I v;(P)1 G a, IPI (4.47) 
a, = Sup IpI -’ / V’(p)l. 
Ipl < 2k 
We now estimate for any E > 0 
IlXr7’112~~E Il4l*+& llj! I@4p*+1112. (4.48) 
By the support property of g, j@u = ,@gu, and by the Soboiev inequalities 
IIX I@ul p*+1112<C 1124; HqP* l~w2”@4112 
since the homogeneity condition 
(4.49 )
1/2=p*(1/2-p)+ 1/2-2/J 
coincides with the definition of p *. The important point here is that (4.48), 
(4.49) provide an estimate of 11jr’l12 in terms of the local H2v norm of u 
which is linear with a small coefftcient. 
The remainder term with S in (4.37) is estimated by 
I<~% =@)I G ll~p~~l12 II/~/I/ I VI2 (4.50) 
followed by (4.44) for p > l/2 and by (4.45) for p = l/2. For p < l/2, we 
estimate 
I<o% S@Wl d lI~p~ll* (lllm II8;112+ lll~~plll lw”ml2~> (4.51) 
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where we use again the decomposition If’ = V’, + V; above, but now for 
some fixed k, for instance k = 1. The operators S and Se?’ are bounded 
(actually compact) by Proposition 2.1 with a= 1 + p, n = 1, 6 = 1, b = 0, 
and c = 0 or c = ,u. The last norm in (4.51) is estimated by (4.46) and the 
Sobolev inequalities as 
with 
llo~~‘8;I126Cl(P;Il~dClllul~*+111~~CIJO~UII~*+i (4.52) 
l/S= 1/2+p=((p*+ 1)(1/2-p) 
which coincides again with the definition of p*. 
The last term in the left hand side of (4.37) is estimated by 
and the last norm is estimated as above. 
Collecting the previous estimates, namely (4.39)-(4.45) and (4.48)-(4.53 j 
we end up with an estimate of the following type. For ,u > l/2 
s r dTN,(p, g1i2; 0%4(T)) 0 
GF,(Ilu(t); fv )+F,(lluo; ff”ll) 
+p~w,(P-L g;o~‘u(t))+Fz(llu(T);H”I() 
0 
x N,(,LA! 2; w+L(T~)II~ + F3(lb4(Tj; wIl)> (4.54) 
for some locally bounded functions Fi, i= 1, 2, 3. For ,u < l/2 
.f 
J dtN,(p, 81:“; W”U(T)) 0 
~F,(Ilu(t); H~ll)+‘,(Il~40; H”II) 
+ 1; dT{4Nl(PL, 2; oWz)j + N,(2p, g; 47))) 
+J’,(llu(~); WI)) (4.55) 
after a suitable redefinition of E, and with F, a locally bounded s-dependent 
function. We now choose g as in Section 2 (see (2.51)) and g in a similar 
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way (allowing for some additional room to take into account the delo- 
calization by CD) and take the supremum over translations of g and g, 
which together with Proposition 2.3, provides an a priori estimate of 
R~(,D; 0%~) in terms of 11~; L”([O, r], H”)jl, namely the required estimate of 
u in I”(L’( [0, t], HZp)). 
With that estimate available, the proof of Part (1) of Proposition 4.2 
consists in following step by step the proof of Proposition 4.1, in the sim- 
plified case where g = 1 in (4.8), so that (4.8) reduces to (4.33 j. The a priori 
estimate implies that the solution u satisfies (4.31). In addition the sequen- 
ces (Hd~2k’~,r] (6 =O, 1) converge to H6&% weakly in L’(1. L”(J)) for 
any compact intervals I and J, and for any g E G?c, the sequence { gzt,! j 
converges weakly to gu in L’(Z, H”) for any compact interval I. 
Part (2). If p > 1, Part (2) of Proposition 4.2 is a special case of Parts 
(2) and (3) of Proposition 4.1, where the same results were proved with 
weaker assumptions on I’, namely without (4.29). If l/2 < ,U < I, Part (2) of 
Proposition 4.2 except for (4.16) follows from Part (1) and from Lemma 
4.1. In fact, (4.31) implies (4.2) which was the only missing assumption for 
an earlier application of Lemma 4.1 in that case. Finally (4.16) is proved 
in the same way as in Proposition 4.1. In fact, the conservation of the 
L2-norm of zk implies the strong L’ convergence of the approximating 
sequence 1~~1 pointwise in time, which was the only missing information 
to complete the proof of (4.16) for non-positive b’. 
If 0 =CP < l/2, Lemma 4.1 is useless ince (4.31) does not imply (4.2). The 
main step of the proof is then a direct proof of (4.4) for the special solu- 
tions of (1.1) constructed in Proposition 4.1. For that purpose, we first 
derive the regularized version of (4.4) satisfied. by solutions of the 
regularized equation (4.33) and then take the limit cp -+ Ii along the 
sequence (un} considered in the (simplified version of the) proof of 
Proposition 4.1. Let u be a solution of (4.33). By a computation similar to 
that in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we obtain 
a:(u, hu) + (u, [L, h]u) 
=2(u,hLM@‘)= -2([DcD,h]u, 8’)+2(h’, V(@uj) (4.56) 
and by integration and use of (2.15)(2.19) 
cu, hu)O- (Quo, hi-ho) +j; dT~(1~2)~zl, pu) 
+ (W)(Hu, PHz4) + (u, Ru))(s) 
= - 2 jr dz( ([a@, h] u, V’(e.4)) - (h’, V(@u))). (4.57) 
0 
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Note that the right hand side of (4.57) is different from, actually less 
singular than, that of (3.11). The reason is that here u satisfies the relatively 
simple equation (4.33) whereas uy, in (3.11) only satisfies (3.10) which is 
not a simple equation for uy, alone. In particular the more singular term 
with Du is absent from (4.57), which will make it possible to take the limit 
cp -+ 1 under the weak regularity assumptions available for p < l/2. We now 
take that limit along the sequence (u,, > considered in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 4.1 in the special case where in addition h has compact support. We 
use the notation 2 for various functions in Gk’,” with Odg< 1, and 
I= Supp 2. We consider successively the various terms of (4.57) written 
with u replaced by u,,. The term at time t, namely (u,, Au,,)(t) = 
(gu,, h@,,)(t) converges to (gu, h@)(t)= (u, hzr)(t) with g= 1 on 
Supp h, by the weak convergence of gun(t) to gu(t) in HA’ and the compact 
embedding of H”(l) in L2(lj. We next consider the time integral in the left 
hand side of (4.57). Let now g= I on Supp h’. It follows from Proposition 
2.3 and from the proof of Part (1) of this proposition that @Y‘u, converges 
weakly to go% in L2( [0, t], H”(J)) while gcY(dru,, converges to @Y”a,u in 
the weak-* sense in L”( [0, t], K-“‘) for some s > 1 and some NE N. From 
that property, from the compact embedding of HP(J) in L2(9), and from 
Aubin’s theorem, it follows that @Yu,~ converges to @3~~zr strongly in 
L*( [0, t], L2). Therefore the contribution of the terms with j = 0 in P (see 
(2.16)) to the left hand side of (4.57) tends to the appropriate limit. There 
are no terms with j> 1 in P for p < l/2. The contribution of the remainder 
R can be treated as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 Part (2), and tends also 
to the appropriate limit. 
We finally consider the time integral in the right hand side of (4.57). 
From (3.1) with p6p* and from the a priori estimate of U, in 
L”( [0, t], Hp) it follows that the integrand is bounded uniformly in r and 
11, so that convergence of the integral to the appropriate limit will follow 
from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem provided we can show 
the convergence of the integrand pointwise in z. We consider the first scalar 
product in the integrand. A minor extension of Lemma 3.3 of [S] shows 
that the operator CD@, lz] is bounded in L’ for 1 <r d GZ and converges 
strongly to 1~’ in L’ for 1 <r < co, with 
II CD@‘, Al; WL’)ll d IWII m II I -I ~~‘111. (4.58 j 
We split again V’= Vi + Vi as in the proof of Part (2), with Vi and I”’ 
satisfying (4.47) and (4.46), respectively. The contribution of V; is 
estimated by 
I(CD@, hlz4m vy@u,,)>l <CE IIzf,Il;:~~~cE lIo%4,11;++2 (4.59) 
and tends to zero with E uniformly with respect to n. In the contribution 
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of Vi, we can replace u,, by gu,, with g = 1 on Supp iz’ + 2 Supp qa, by 
Lemma 3.3 of [S], Part (3). From the compact embedding of N”(J) in 
L’(J) and the weak convergence of U,,(T) to U(S) in H”, it follows that 
gu,(r) tends to gu(t) strongly in L2. Together with Lemma 2.5. this implies 
that for fixed E and T 
3 lim ([II@, h] U,(T), V;(@U,,(T))) = (17’11(2), V;(u(r))). 
,z - -2 
Taking the limits IZ + CCI and E + 0 in that order shows the convergence of 
the first scalar product in the right hand side of (4.57) to the appropriate 
limit for each z. The second scalar product is treated in a similar (actually 
simpler) way. This completes the proof of (4.4) for p < l/2 and compactly 
supported 17. The extension to the case of compactly supported h’ is 
performed as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
The special case h = 1 of (4.4) provides the conservation of the L’-norm. 
With that information available, (4.16) is proved in the same way as above 
for l/2 d p < 1 and as in Proposition 4.1 for /i> 1. 
Part (3). We take h as indicated and we take the limit ye -+ % in (4.37) 
along the sequence {u,} considered in the (simplified) proof of Proposition 
4.1, using the available convergence properties of u,, to u as described in the 
proof of Proposition 4.1 Part (1 ), of Part (1) of this proposition, and in 
addition the convergence properties which follow from Part (2 j of this 
proposition, namely strong convergence in L’ for fixed t. Together with 
uniform boundedness in HP, that property implies strong convergence in 
H’ for 0 d s < p and in L’ for suitable values of i’ for fixed t (see the proof 
of Proposition 4.1 Part (3)). 
The terms at time t and the terms at time 0 (namely containing uO) are 
treated exactly as in the proof of (4.16), no change being required for non- 
negative 12. The kinetic terms in the time integral (namely the terms not 
containing 8’) are treated exactly as the kinetic terms in (3.16) in the proof 
of Proposition 3.1, with simply u replaced by C&U. We next consider the 
potential terms (namely the terms containing 17’j in the time integral. Jf 
p > l/2, the strong convergence in L’ and uniform boundedness in L” of 
@U,(T) together with Lemma 2.5 applied to f(p)= V’(pj gk(p) for some 
k 3 Sup,, II @u,,(r) II ic1 shows that V’(@u,(r)) converges to V’(zr(z)) strongly 
in L’ for each T, which together with uniform boundedness in L2 and the 
dominated convergence theorem in time shows that V’(@zr,j converges to 
V’(U) strongly in L’( [0, t], L2) for 1 ds < CG and in particular for s= 2. 
Together with Lemma 3.3 of [S], this implies that the terms quadratic in 
8, converge to the appropriate limits. Together with the weak-* con- 
vergence of I;L)?A,~ in L”( [0, t], L2), which implies the weak convergence in 
L2( [IO, t], LL j, this implies also that the remainder term containing S has 
the appropriate limit. The remaining terms contain scalar products, the 
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right hand vectors of which converge strongly in L2( [0, t], L2) by the pre- 
vious convergence of 8, and by Lemma 3.3 of [S]. By that lemma again 
and the support properties of h’, the left hand vectors can be replaced by 
$fj-lw2”-j+l u,, with 1 <j< n + 1, and converge weakly in L*( [0, t], L’), 
as mentioned at the end of the proof of Part (1) of this proposition. This 
completes the proof of (4.32) for p > l/2. If p d l/2, the proof is basically 
the same with minor complications due to the weaker convergence of 81. 
If p = l/2, it follows from (3.1), (4.29), from Lemma 2.5, from the strong 
convergence of @U,(T) in L’ for I= 2 and for I’= 2(p + I), and from the 
dominated convergence theorem in the time variable that again V’(@U,,) 
converges to V’(u) strongly in L”([O, t], L2) for 1 <SC co. The end of the 
proof is then identical with that of the case ,u > l/2. If p < l/2, we split 
again V’= Vi + V5 with V’, and V; satisfying (4.47) and (4.46). The 
contribution of V; is estimated exactly as in the proof of Part (1) and its 
contribution to (4.37) can be made small for E small uniformly in 12. The 
contribution of Vi is treated as the contribution of V’ in the case p > l/2, 
and in particular V’,(@u,) converges to V;(U) strongly in L”( [0, t], L’). 
The end of the proof of (4.32) then consists in taking the limits II -+ co and 
E --f 0 in that order, the first limit (for fixed E) being treated exactly as in 
the previous cases. (Note in passing that the sum over j in (4.32), (4.37) 
reduces to the term j = 1 for p < 1.) Q.E.D. 
5. EXISTENCE AND SMOOTHNESS OF H’ SOLUTIONS FOR p= l/2 
In this section, we restrict our attention to the special case p = l/2 of the 
equation (l.l), namely to the equation 
3,u+ HD%=DV’(u) (5.1) 
and we investigate the existence of solutions and the smoothing property at 
the next level of regularity, namely for u0 E Hzv = H’. In that case, one 
expects the existence of solutions u satisfying 
UEL,T~(IW 7 H’)n L’ (R H312) lot 3 lot 3 (5.2) 
and we shall prove that result in the special case V’(u) = z42 of the ordinary 
Benjamin-On0 equation. In the case of general V, we shall prove the 
corresponding property only in a bounded time interval [ - T, T] where T 
depends on the HI-norm of z+,. Of course in that case the equation still has 
the global finite energy solutions obtained in Proposition 4.1. 
The existence of global solutions of the equation (5.1) is already known 
in the special case V’(U) = U’ [ 1, 151. It can be proved by a compactness 
argument starting from smoother solutions, for instance from solutions in 
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%(R, Hz). That case is the so-called integrabIe case where the equation has 
an infinite number of conservation laws [2] and one of them (cf. (5.5) 
below) provides the a priori estimate. in H’ that is required for the 
existence proof. The smoothing property has been proved in [ 151 in a 
weaker form than (5.2), namely with H f:z instead of H fiz, by the use of 
commutator estimates. Here we shall derive that property from a third 
smoothing identity of the same type as, but of higher order than the first 
two such identities (3.16) and (4.32). That smoothing identity contains as 
a special case the conservation law which controls the Hi-norm, in the 
same way as (3.16) and (4.32) contain the conservation (or at least 
estimate) of the L2-norm and of the energy. 
For general V, one can still derive the third smoothing identity and in 
particular the special case thereof which expresses the approximate conser- 
vation of the Hi-norm Unfortunately that relation now contains an 
additional term of such a high degree as to allow for the H1 estimate to 
hold only in a bounded time interval, thereby restricting the final result to 
a bounded interval in that case. 
In the special case V’(L~) = u2, we shall need the third smoothing identity 
only for the original equation (5.1), because of the wealth of results on 
smooth solutions thereof available in that case. In the case of general V, 
we shall need that identity for the regularized version of that equation: 
according to (4.8). The smoothness assumptions on V will however make 
the cut-off g unnecessary, so that the relevant regularized equation is 
d,u + H D’u = @ DV’(@zr). (5.3) 
For the sake of clarity, we shall derive the third smoothing identity for 
general I’, successively for the equations (5.1) and (5.3). assuming sufficient 
smoothness of V. We begin with (5.1 j. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let VE g3 with V(0) = V’(0) = 0, let h be a smoorhfunction 
(fur instance let h’ E Y), and let u E V( R, H ‘) be a solution of the equation 
(5.1). Then the following identity holds 
ir~{2(Du,hDu)-3(HDu,hV’(u))+3(h, W(u))j 
- 2(Du, [HD2, h] Du) 
= - (13/2)(Du, h’ DV’(z4)) 
- (3/2)(HDu, h’Y”(u)HDu) - ((Du)HDu, [hV”‘(u), H] Du) 
+ 3(H DV’(u), h’V’(u)) - (3/2)(DV’(u), [H, h] Dv’(u)) 
+ 3(H Du, h/W’(u)) + 3(h”‘, V(u)) - 3(h’, W,(zr)), (5.4 j 
where W(O) = w’(0) =O, w”(p) = V”(p)‘, W,(O) = 0, W;(p) = V”(p) W(p). 
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In particular, for 12 f 1 
= - ((Du)HDu, [V”‘(u), H] Du). (5.5) 
Proof If UE V?(R, H3) is a solution of (5.1), then u~@‘(lR, Hi) and all 
terms in (5.4) make sense, as well as the computations to follcw. From 
(5.1) and the antisymmetry of D (or equivalently integration by parts), we 
obtain 
d,<Du, h Du) - <Du, [HD’, h] Du) 
=2(Du, h D’V’)= -2(Du, h’DV’) + (Du, (D(hV”)) Du) 
= (Du, h(DV”) Du) - (Du, h’DV’>. (5.6) 
On the other hand, using again (5.1), we obtain 
a,(;H Du, hV’) = (D3u, hV’) - (H Du, hV”H D’u) 
-(HDV’,D(hV’))+ (HDu,hV”DV’). (5.7) 
We consider the four terms in the right hand side of (5.7) successively. The 
first term can be rewritten as 
(D3u, hV’) = - (D2u, hV” Du) - (D2u, h’V’> 
= (1/2)(Du, (D(hV”)) Du) + (Du: h’ DV’) - (h”‘, V) 
= (1/2)(Du, h(DV”) Du) 
+ (3/2j(Du, h’ DV’) - (h”‘, V). 
The second term can be rewritten as 
(5.8) 
- (H Du, hV”HD2u) = (1/2)(HDu, (D(hV”))H Du) 
=(1/2)(HDu,h(DV”)HDu) 
+ (1/2)(HDu, h’V”HDu). (5.9) 
Using the Leibnitz formula for the Hilbert transform [17, p. 1691 in the 
form 
(Hv,, v,Huz) + (Hvz, vIHtl,) + (Hv,, vzHv1) = (01, ~3~2) (5.10) 
with v1 = v2 = Du and v3 = h DV”, we obtain 
<HDi~,h(DV”)HDu)+2((Du)HDu,H~~DV”)=<Du,h(DV”)Du) 
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or equivalently 
3(HDu, h(DV”)HDu) 
=2((Du)H Du, [hV”‘, H] Du) + (Du, h(DV”) Du), (5.11) 
so that (5.9) can be rewritten as 
-(HD~,~V”HD’~)=(~/~)(D~,~(DV”)D~J) 
+ (1/2)(HDu, ~‘V”HDM) 
+(1,‘3j((Du)HDu, [hv”‘, H] Du). (5.12) 
The third term in the right hand side of (5.7) can be rewritten as 
- (HDV’, D(hV’))= - (HDFr’,h’V’) 
+ (l/2)(01;“, [H, h] DV’) (5.13) 
by using the antisymmetry of H. 
The fourth term can be rewritten as 
(HDu,hV”DV’)=(HDu,hDW’) 
= -(HDu,h’W’)+(a,ll-Dli’,I~W’> 
by using (5.1 j once more, 
. . . = - (H Du, h’ W’) + Z,(h, W) + (h’, W, ) (5.14j 
provided W” = Vn2 and fV\ = V” W’. 
We now substitute (5.8), (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14) into (5.7) and 
eliminate the most singular term (Du, h(DV”) Du) between the resulting 
relation and (5.6) by forming the combination 
2d,(Du, h Du) - 3a,(H Du, hV’) 
thereby obtaining (5.4) by an elementary computation. Q.E.D. 
We next derive the third smoothing identity for smooth solutions of the 
regularized equation (5.3). The regularization @ spoils some of the 
algebraic relations that lead to (5.4), but fortunately not in the most 
singular terms. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let V/E %’ with V(0) = V(0) = 0, let h be a smooth fkzction 
(for instance let h’ E Y), and let u E S$( Iw, H3 j be LI solution of the equation 
(5.3). Then the following identity holds 
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d,{2(Du, h Du) -3(@HDzz, hV’(@u))) -2(Du, [HD2, h] Du) 
= - (5/2)(@ Dzr, h’DV’(@u)) -4(Du, CD@, h] DV’(@u)) 
- (3/2)(@HDu, h’V”(@u)@HDu) 
- ((@ Du)@HDu, [hV”‘(@u), H]@ Du) 
+ 3(@H DV’(@u), CD@, h] V’(@u)) 
- (3/2)(@ DI”(@u), [H, h]@ DV’(@u)) 
- 3( V”(@u)@H Du, h@* DV’(@u)) + 3(h”‘, V(@u)). (5.15) 
In particular, for h = 1 
d,{2 IIDu((;-3(@HDu, V(@u))} 
= -((@Du)@HDu, [b”“(@u),H]@D~u) 
- 3(@V’(@u)@HDu, @ DV’(@u)). (5.16) 
Prooj: The proof follows closely that of Lemma 5.1. For brevity we use 
the notation v(j) z V”‘(@u). From (5.3) we obtain 
d,(Du, h Du) - (Dz4, [HD’, h] Dz4) 
= 2(Du, h@ D’r’) 
= - ~(Du, CD@, h] Dp) + (@ Du, (D(h8”))@ Du) 
=(@Du,h(Dt”)@D~u)+(@Dzz,h’D8’) 
-2(Du, CD@, h] OF’). (5.17) 
On the other hand, using again (5.3) we obtain the following analogue 
of (5.7) 
d,(@HDu, 1281) 
= (@ D3u, hp) - (@HDu, h~“@HD”u) 
- (@HD81, @ Dh$) + (@HDu, ha”@‘Dv’). (5.18) 
We consider the four terms in the right hand side of (5.18) successively. 
The first two terms are obtained from the corresponding terms of (5.7) by 
simply replacing z4 by @u, so that by (5.8) and (5.12 j
(@ D3u, 1181) = (l/2)(@ Du, h(D8”)@ Du) 
+ (3/2)(@ Du, h’ Dv’) - (h”‘, 8) (5.19) 
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and 
- (H@ Du, h v”@H D2u) 
=(1/6)(@ Du,h(D8”)@Du)+(1/2)(@HDu,h’i%PHDuj 
+ (1/3)((@ Du)@H Du, [I#“‘, H-j@ Du). (5.20) 
The third term can be rewritten as (cf. (5.13)) 
-(@HD8’,@Dh8’)= -(@HD8’,[D@h]~‘) 
+(1/2)(@D8’, [H,h]@DDp’) (5.21) 
whereas the fourth term cannot be significantly reduced, in contrast with 
the previous case. 
We now substitute (5.19), (5.20), and (5.21) into (5.18) and eliminate the 
most singular term between the resulting relation and (5.17) by forming the 
combination 
28,(Du, h Du) - 38,(@H Du, hp’) 
thereby obtaining (5.15) by an elementary computation. QED. 
The identities (5.5) and/or (5.16) are the starting point for the derivation 
of a priori H1 estimates of the solutions of (5.1) and/or (5.3). In particular, 
in the special case V’(u) = u’, (5.5) reduces to the well known conservation 
law previously used for that purpose. The smoothing identities (5.4) and/or 
(5.15) are the starting point for the derivation of a priori estimates in Hf;z, 
the local H3” norms being controlled by the term with [HD’, h] in the 
same way as in the previous sections. It is important for the method to 
work that all terms with V be controlled by the available norms. The most 
singular terms are the terms with three explicit derivatives, which will be 
estimated by using the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. For all q > 1, r > 1 such that llq + l/r = l/s d 1, for all !: 
such that U’ EL”, the operator [H, LJ] is bounded.from L” to L” wsith norm 
II CH, 01; WL” --t L’)ll G C,, //~~‘lls: (5.22 1 
Cqr=7+ j” &( 1 _ i) ~ l;r j, - l;‘q, 
0 
In particular for v E H’, the operator [H, v] Is bounded~fiorn L’ to L” with 
norm 
ll[IR vI;.WL’+ L”)/ <2n-’ /(v’/I~. (5.23) 
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ProoJ: The operator [ZZ, v] has the integral kernel in x space 
7c-1(x-y-1 (u(x)-u(y))=n-l j; dAu’((l-;i)x+;lq7) 
so that with u;(x) = L”( -Ax), 
([H,u]u)(x)= -,-15,:dl.(u:*u)(l-1(L-I)-~) 
and therefore 
by the Young inequality. This yields (5.22) provided the integral over /1 is 
finite, which is the case for r > 1, q > 1. Finally (5.23) is the special case 
q = 2, r = cc of (5.22). Q.E.D. 
We can now derive our main results. We begin with the special case 
V’(U) = z.? where the available results for smooth solutions allow for a 
direct use of Lemma 5.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let u0 E H’. Then the equation 
a,u + H D’u = Du2 (5.24) 
with initial data u(O) = u0 has a solution u satisfying 
UE%?(@ L’)n(Gf&,nL”)(R, H’)nl”(L;,,(R, H3’“)). (5.25) 
Prooj The proof is based on a compactness method using solutions of 
the equation (5.24) with smooth initial data CPU,, where @ is defined 
through the family of mollifiers introduced in Section 3. For each cp, 
@u, E Hk for all k> I and therefore the equation (5.24) with initial data 
u(O) = CPU, has a unique global solution uV such that uy, E @(lR, Hk) for all 
k, I3 0, by Theorem 4.3.1 in Cl]. By the use of the appropriate conserva- 
tion law, namely the special case V’(u) = z? of (5.5), u,, is bounded in 
L”(R, H ‘) uniformly in 40. We next prove that u+, is estimated a priori in 
Z”(L’(Z, H’!‘)) for each bounded interval Z uniformly with respect to 9. 
Now up E %(R, H3) and therefore zdV satisfies (5.4) in the special case 
V(u) = u2, namely 
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&{2(Dz1, h Du) -3(HDzl, hu2) + (u’, hu’jj 
=2(ozI, [HD’,h] Du)-13(Du,h’uDu)-~(HDu, h’uHDuj 
+ 2((Du)H Dzt, [H, h] Du) + 6(H(u Dzl), h’zt’) 
-6(u Du, [H, h]u Du) +4(HDu, h’u’) + (u’, i1’34) 
- (8/5)(u3, h’u’), i5.26) 
where we have omitted the subscript cp for brevity. The required estimate 
of uV follows from the integrated version of (5.26) in exactly the same way 
as the lower order estimates were derived in Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 
(in particular the norm in I “(Lf0,(H3!‘)) is generated by the term 
(Du, [HD’, h] Ott)) in so far as we are able to control all the other terms 
in terms of the norm of 24 in L”( H’). The check of that property is elemen- 
tary and left to the reader, except for the term with three derivatives which 
is controlled by the use of (5.23) as 
I((Du)HDu, [H, h] Du)l <27.-l //h’/I, IIDz4II:. (5.27) 
With the a priori estimates of uV in L”(R, H’) and in I”(L2(I, H3;“)) 
available for each bounded interval Z, the result follows by taking the limit 
cp + Ii and using compactness arguments as in [ 1, 151 or in Propositions 
3.1 and 4.1 above. We omit the details. QED. 
We finally derive our main result in the case of general k: 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let VE q4 with V(0) = V’(0) = 0 and let V sat@ 
lim p-‘V-(p)=0 (5.28) 
IPI --r= 
and 
IV”‘(p)l~C(l+Ipl~f2~‘) for o<j<4 (5.29) 
,for some p, 0 <p < UJ, arzd all p E R. Let zco E HI. Then there exists T> 0 
depending on V and depending on uO, but only through IIu,; HI//, such that 
the equation (5.1) with initial data u(0) = u0 has a soz’ution u satisfying (4.14) 
with p = l/2 and such that the restriction of u (still denoted by ~4) to the time 
interval (- T, T) satisfies 
E~EL~J(-T, T), H’)nI”(L&((.--T, T), H”‘)). 
T can be bounded from below by 
Ta MAllu o; H’,‘2/\) llu,; H’il P2’1+E) 
for any E > 0, with M, a locally bounded positive function. 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
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ProuJ: The proof combines a simplified version of that of Proposition 
4.1 with additional a priori estimates leading to (5.30). One first constructs 
solutions uV of the regularized equation (4.8) and then takes the limit 
cp -+ II by using the same compactness arguments as above. The simplilica- 
tion comes from the fact that for V’E+?~, V’ starts at least linearly at the 
origin, so that the space cut-off g is not needed and the relevant regularized 
equation reduces to (5.3). In addition, and although this fact is not needed 
here, we note that for G’EV~, it follows easily from the integral equation 
(4.9 j that the solution uV of the regularized equation (5.3) with u,(O) = @u, 
is unique. That solution belongs to %?i([w, H’) for all Ia 0. We shall not 
repeat the arguments contained in the proof of Proposition 4.1 and we con- 
centrate on the proof of a priori estimates of uV corresponding to (5.30), 
uniformly with respect to cp. We shall omit the subscript cp for brevity. We 
first estimate u in H’ by using (5.16). The second term in the left hand side 
of (5.16) is estimated by 
I<@ffDu, I/‘(@~~)>1 d llD4lr II v’(@u)ll2 (5.32) 
while by (5.29) 
Ilv’(@~)ll2~~(II~ll2+ llm(f:I,,. (5.33) 
The first term in the right hand side of (5.16) is estimated by the use of 
Lemma 5.3 (especially (5.23)) and of (5.29) as 
while the second term is estimated as 
I(.>1 d IIW; II W@4ll2, d C IIW: (1 + 114~). 
Using the Sobolev inequality 
llullrdC, llully 1101!22111;-2’r 
(5.35) 
and the fact that the norm of u in H ‘I2 is uniformly bounded in time, we 
obtain from (5.33) 
(3/2) )(V’(~u)lJ,b~n~~n(Jlu,; H”2/1) (5.36) 
so that 
2 IIDull;-3(@HDu, V’(@u)>a ~~Dz~(~~+(~~D~~~~-mj~--* 
3 /I Dull z - m2. (5.37) 
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Using the Sobolev inequality 
1141 m <&-1/2 Ilull; I(WL’2z41Jf-2e Ipull; 
valid for 0 < E < l/2 and defining 
1’=2 IID21/~;-3(@HDl4, V’(@u)) +nz”+ 1 
(5.38) 
(5.39 j
we obtain from (5.16) and from (5.32j(5.39) and after a redefinition of E, 
1a,y1 ~m,1’2+E, (5.40) 
where rnE depends on u through jlu,; H’!2// only. By integration, (5.40) 
provides an a priori estimate of u in Lz,(( - T, T), H’) with 
which is of the form (5.3 1). 
We next estimate 14 in HfLz by using (5.15). As in the previous cases, the 
norm of u in /“(Lt,,(H3”‘)) is generated by the term [HD2, 121 and the 
required estimate follows provided we are able to control all the other 
terms in terms of the norm of u in L,zJH’). That is again straightforward 
(by using in particular Lemma 3.3 of [S] and (5.38)) for all the terms with 
at most two explicit derivatives, while the term with three derivatives is 
again controlled by Lemma 5.3 according to 
I((@Du)@HDu, [hV”‘(@U), H]@Du)l 
G llw : Ilwl, II ~c/If’(@ujII ic + II Wll II4 x II ~(4JWIl r 
followed by (5.38). We omit the details. Q.E.D. 
6. EXTENSION TO OTHER EQUATIONS 
In this section, we extend the results of the previous sections to the more 
general equation 
d,u-(L+H.J)24=DV(u), (6.1 f 
where J denotes both a locally bounded function from R+ to R and the 
operator J(w). The perturbation J will be assumed to be small as compared 
to L for large o. Special cases of current interest include the intermediate 
long wave (ILW) equation, where 
L+HJ=D(ocotho- 1) (6.2 i 
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which is of the previous type with p = l/2 and J a VW function with 
J(pj=p(pcothp-p-1) 
= -p+o(epP) for p+cc (6.3 1 
and the Smith equation, where 
L+HJ=D((02+1)‘;‘-1) (6.4) 
again of the previous type with p = 1,/2 and J a V” function with 
J(p)=p((p2+1j”‘-p-l) 
= -p+(1/2)+O(p-‘) for p+co. (6.5) 
In order to formulate the relevant assumptions on J, we need the 
following two lemmas. The first one provides boundedness properties of the 
operator [ HJ, h]. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let J be a locally bounded function from R + to R. Then 
(1) The following two conditions are equivalent 
(A) There exist a 3 0 and b 3 0 such that 
IJ(p)-J(p’)l Ga+b lp-p’l (6.6) 
for all p, p’e R+. 
(B) J can be decomposed as J= J, + Jz with J,(O) = 0, with J, 
uniformly Lipschitz continuous or J, E Vk( R + ) for some k, 16 k < ccj, and 
J; EL”, and with Jz E L”. 
(2) Let J sati~fi~ (A) or (B) above, and let hi%“’ n L” with SE L’. 
Then the operator [HJ, h] is bounded in L’ with 
Ill CHJ, hl Ill 6 C( llhll m + ll~ll I1. (6.7) 
ProoJ: Part (1). Obviously (B) 3 (A) with the weakest assumption on 
J, in (B), namely J1 uniformly Lipschitz continuous. In order to prove that 
(A) = (B j, we first extend J to an odd function from R to R, still denoted 
by J. It follows from (6.6) that the extended function satisfies 
IJ(P)-J(P’)I <2a+b IP-P’I (6.8) 
for all p, p’ E IR. 
Let~~E~,~>O,~~=l,Suppcpc[-l,l],cpeven.DelineJ,=J*cp 
so that J, is odd and J, E V”. In addition 
J;(P) = j- dp’(JW) - J(p)) CP’(P -P’) (6.9) 
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so that 
= 2a lI~‘ll I + b II 1. /@II I (6.1Oj 
and J; EL”. On the other hand 
J;(p)=Jipj-J,ip)=jdp’iJ(p)-Jip’))~ip-p’) (6.11) 
so that 
I&b)l +Wa+b IP-P’MP-P’) 
= 2a + b II I . I cp /I I < 2a + b. (6.12) 
Parr (2). The integral kernel of the operator [HJ,(o), h] is 
i(27c-v454’)(J1(5)-J1(5’)) 
and is estimated by 
so that 
III [HJ,(o), hIllI d (27v2 IVII cc llisll 1 (6.13) 
by the Young inequality, while the operator [HJ?(wj, /z] obviously satisfies 
III CHJ2(wj’ hllll ~ 2 II’211 %llhll Xi’ (6.14) 
Q.E.D. 
The next lemma provides compactness properties of the operator 
[HJ, h]. If the function J satisfies the condition (A) of Lemma 6.1, we 
define a new function j from IR + to R + by 
j(p)= sup (1+ ]p’-p”j)-’ ]J(p’)-J(p”)l. 
P’.P”L P 
(6.15) 
Clearly j is decreasing in p and j(0) < a v 6. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let J be a locally bounded.function from F%+ to R. Then 
( 1) The following two conditions are equivalent 
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(C) J satisfies the condition (A). Furthermore J(0) =O, J is 
absolutely continuous, and j(p) tends to zero when p + co. 
(D) J can be decowzposed as J= J, + Jz with Jl(0) = Jz(0) =O, 
J, E%~(R?+) for some k, 1 d kd OZ, JZ is absolzdtely continuous, and J;(p) 
and J,(p) tend to Zero when p + co. 
(2) Let J satisfy (C) or (D) above, and let h EVI n L” with 
$E % n L’. Then the operator [HJ, h] is compact in L’. 
ProoJ: Part (1). Obviously (D)*(C) with the weakest assumption 
k = 1 in (D). In order to prove the converse, we extend J and we define J, 
and J, as in the proof of Lemma 6.1. Clearly J, E$?~, J2 = J- J, is 
absolutely continuous, J, and J2 are odd, and therefore Jl(0) = Jz(0) = 0. 
From (6.9) it follows that for p 3 1 
IJ;(p)l ~~(~-l)fdp’(l+l~-~‘l) I$(P-~‘11 
=~~~-~~~llc~‘ll~+IlI~lr~‘ll,~ (6.16) 
so that J;(p) tends to zero when p + co. Similarly from (6.11) it follows 
that 
=~~P-~~~IIcpII,+III~IcpII,~~~~~P-~~ (6.17) 
so that JZ(p) tends to zero when p -+ KI. 
Part (2). From the characterization of compact subsets of L* given in 
[ 18, p. 2751, we have to prove that the image S under A = [ HJ, h] of the 
unit ball in L2 satisfies the following three properties 
(i) S is a bounded set: this follows from Lemma 6.1 Part (2). 
(ii) S consists of functions which vanish uniformly at infinity in 
L*-norm (in Fourier space variable). We prove that property successively 
for the contributions of J, and J,. The operator [HJ,(o), h] has the 
integral kernel 
i(2n)-l” fi(< - c’)(Jz(<) - J1(5’)) 
=(Zz~-~“i;;i&t~)(<-5~)-~ (J1(t)-J1(5’)) 
which we estimate in two different ways in the regions t’/[ > l/2 and 
(‘15 < l/2, thereby obtaining 
I.1 G(2n)-1’2 lik-t’,l {llJ;;Lm(C151/2, m))ll 
+ llJ;II,x~I~-5’18151/~~~. 
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It follows then from the Young inequality that 
which tends to zero when I + m. 
Similarly, the operator [HJ,(o), h] has the integral kernel 
i(27r)‘!2 A(5 - 5’)(J2(() - J2((‘)) 
which we estimate for 141 > I in two different ways in the regions I(‘[ > l/2 
and 15’1 < 112, thereby obtaining 
which tends to zero when I + a. 
Note that, since the operator A is self-adjoint, also lllAx( 151 > [)/II tends 
to zero when I + co. That remark will be useful for the next step. 
(iii) S is equicontinuous in Lz-norm with respect to translations. 
Let f, be the translation by a (in Fourier space variables). Then 
Illz^,A-All/ 6 lll~Q,~--4~~~151~~~lII+ ll X~/Sl30~~,~-~~lIl 
+ IIIx(lrl ~NfaA-A)X(/5/ GNIl 
64 lllx~l5l a/-- bl)~lll 
+ lllx(l5l 6o(f,A-A)x(ltI <WI!, (6.18) 
where we have used the self-adjointness of A. The first norm in the last 
member of (6.18) tends to zero when I+ ~1 by the previous step. The 
integral kernel of A can be written as 
with J’ E L:,, since J is absolutely continuous, so that the integral kernel of 
?,A -A can be written as 
(2x) - m 
i 
~((5-n-~‘)~1&(J’(i(~-u)+(l-~)~‘j-J’(~~+(l-d)~’)j 
0 
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Using the Young inequality with two changes of scale as in the proof of 
Lemma 5.3, one can then estimate the last norm in (6.18) by 
(7rj2)1~2 {llx(l.l<21+ lal,k Sup IMI .I G I+ I4 )(fJ.aJ’ - J’)ll, 
O<A<l 
The first term tends to zero with a by the strong continuity of translations 
in L’ and the fact that J’ E L:,,, while the second term tends to zero by the 
continuity of p, which implies uniform continuity on compact sets. Q.E.D. 
One checks immediately that the functions J considered in (6.3) and 
(6.5) satisfy conditions (A) and (B), while the corresponding functions 
J(p) + p satisfy (C) and (D). 
We are now in a position to extend the results of Section 3 to the 
equation (6.1). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let J satisfy the condition (A) or (B). Then 
(1) Proposition 3.1 Part (1) applies to the equation (6.1). 
(2) Assume in addition that J can be decomposed as J( p ) = cp + J,(p), 
where J3 satisfies the condition (C) or (D). Then Propositio?z 3.1 Part (2) 
(modified in an obvious way) applies to the equation 6.1. 
Sketch of Proof and Comments. The proof of Part (1) is identical with 
that of Proposition 3.1 Part (l), using the fact that the additional contribu- 
tion [HJ, h] to the commutator [L, h] is a bounded operator. In Part (2), 
the obvious modification of (3.16) consists in adding that commutator to 
R. The limit n -+ 03 in the contribution of that term is performed by using 
the locality of the term [Hco, h] = ch’ and the compactness of the 
contribution of J3. Q.E.D. 
We next turn to the case of finite energy solutions considered in Section 
4. In that case, the most important requirement is that J does not spoil the 
control of the HP-norm by the kinetic energy. For that purpose, we impose 
that J satisfy the estimate 
-(c+ap2”)6p-‘J(p)dC(l+p*“) (6.20) 
for some c 3 0, 0 < a < 1, C 2 0, and all p E R! +. The (modified) energy is 
defined by 
E(u)= u/2)w”4;+ (4 co -lJu)) + j dxV(u). (6.21) 
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Note that if u is a solution of (6.1 j, then the Galilei transformed function 
u,( t, x) = u( t, I + ct) 
satisfies the equation 
zi,u,-(L+HJ+cD)u,.=DVI(u,). 
Alternatively, the same change in the equation can be obtained by the 
replacement of V(p) by I/(/(p) + ( 1/2)cp”. As a consequence one can add a 
constant to p-‘J(p) and in particular take c=O in (6.20) for many (but 
not all, see Remark 6.1 below) purposes. In particular, one can ensure that 
M(p)2=p2~+pp’J(p)>0, (6.22) 
define the function M by (6.22) and by the condition that M 2 0. and 
define the operator M= M(w). The (modified) energy then becomes 
E(u) = (l/2) /IMull: + i‘ d.xV(zr). (6.23) 
We can now extend Proposition 4.1 as follows 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let J satisfj (6.20). Then 
( 1) Proposition 4.1 Part (I) applies to the equation (6.1). 
(2) Assume in addition the condition (A) OY (B) of Lemma 6.1. Tlzen 
Proposition 4.1 Part (2) (modified in the obvious VcaJ’) also applies to the 
equation (6.1 j. 
(3) Assume irz addition either (6.22) and VaO or the condition (A) or 
(B) of Lemma 6.1. Then Proposition 4.1 Part (3 ) also applies to the equation 
(6.1). 
Sketch of Proof and Comments. Part (1) is proved by the same method 
as Proposition 4.1 Part (1) applied to the equation (6.1). It follows from 
(6.20) that the norm of u in H” is controlled by the kinetic energy and the 
L’-norm. Alternatively one may first perform a Galilei transformation so as 
to ensure (6.22). The statement itself is Galilei invariant. 
Part (2) is a consequence of Lemma 4.1 extended to the equation (4.1) 
in a straightforward way under the condition (A) or (B) which ensures the 
boundedness of [HJ, h]. The relation (4.4) has to be modified in the 
obvious way by adding that commutator to R as before. 
Part (3) is proved in the same way as Proposition 4.1 Part (3) if (6.22 j
holds and V is non-negative. If (6.22) does not hold, the previous proof still 
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applies to E(u) + (l/2) c /I 1111:. Together with L2-norm conservation which 
follows from Part (2), this implies again (4.16). Q.E.D. 
We now turn to the extension of Proposition 4.2. For that purpose we 
shall need both the condition (6.20) required for the existence of finite 
energy solutions and the condition (A) or (B) required to exploit the 
smoothing identities. Under the condition (A) or (B), the condition (6.20) 
reduces to 
IJ(P)l G CP (6.24) 
for some C>O and all PER+. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let J satisfy the condition (A) or (B) and (6.24). Then 
(1) Proposition 4.2 Part ( 1) applies to the equation (6.1). 
(2) If p < l/2, assume in addition that J(p) = cp +Jj(p) where J, 
satisfies the condition (C) or (D). Then Proposition 4.2 Part (2) applies to 
the equation (6.1). 
(3) Assume in addition that J(p) = cp + J,(p) where .I3 satisfies the 
condition (C) or (D) and that (6.22) holds. Then for any smooth h > 0 with 
compact@ supported h’ and h’ > 0, for all t E [w +, u satisfies the inequality 
{(Mu,hMu)fZlhY(u)j(t)+jddr{(l/2)~Mu, PMu) 
+ (1/2)(HMu, PHM4) + (Mu, (R+ [HJ, h])Mu) 
+ (V’(u), h’V’(u)) 
+2,<j;,f+l(-)‘il(1fP) (DH’w~-‘Mu,Iz(‘)V’(tr)) 
. . 
+ (Mu, (S+ [D(M-w”), 12-J) V’(u)> (T) 
<(Muo,hMu,,)+~j-hV(uo) (6.25) 
and a similar inequality for t E iw -, where P, R, and S are defined as in 
Proposition 4.2 Part (3). 
Sketch of Proof: The proof follows that of Proposition 4.2. The first 
step is to derive the regularized version of the second smoothing identity 
(6.25) for solutions of the regularized version of (6.1), namely 
a,u - DM’u = @ DV’(@u) (6.26) 
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possibly after a Galilei transformation to ensure (6.22). By a similar 
computation as in the proof of Proposition 4.2, we obtain 
t’,(Mu, hMu) + (Mu, [L + HJ, h]Mu) 
=2(Mu,hDM@,‘)= -2e,jl~~(~u)+2(D~P’,cPh~) 
-2(M*u,([D@,h]-h’@)p)-2<Mr.4 [Dkf,h]@8’) 
and by integration and use of (2.15) and (2.1), 
+ (1/2)(HMu, PHMu) + (Mu, (R+ [HJ, h])Mu) 
+ 2(@8’, CD@, h] P’) - (@8’, h’c@) 
+2 1 (-)-if1 (1;“) (DHjoV’& p@p) 
I<j<n+l 
+2(Mu, (S-t [D(M-co”), h])@,8’) 
+ 2(M2u, (CD@, h] -h’@) 8’) 
i 
(z) 
< ( @Muo, h@Mu,) + 2 [ hV(@‘u,). (6.27) 
We consider the various parts of Proposition 6.3 successively. 
Part (1). As in Proposition 4.2, the main step is to derive an a priori 
estimate of u in I”(L~o,(H2p)) from (6.27). Now (6.27) differs from (4.37) 
in three respects: (i) 09% is replaced by Mu in some of the scalar products. 
Now from (6.22) it follows that 
P” W(P) - ~‘1 G P-I IJb)l 
so that the operator oY(M - 09‘) is bounded in L’. Using that property, it 
is easy to see that the previous replacement does not alter the estimates. 
(ii) The kinetic remainder R is replaced by R + [HJ, h]. As in the case 
of the first smoothing identity, the additional term is controlled by 
Lemma 6.1 Part (2). (iii) The potential remainder S is replaced by 
S+ [D(M- oY), h]. The only properties of S that were used were boun- 
dedness of the operator S and, in the case p < l/2, of SC@‘. We show in 
Lemma 6.3 below that the additional term satisties the same properties. 
With that information available, the proof proceeds exactly as that of 
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Proposition 4.2 Part (l), with an additional complication that we now take 
care of. In order to ensure (6.22), we may have been forced to perform a 
Galilei transformation u --+ II, before deriving (6.27). From (6.27) we 
conclude that u~EZ~(Z&(H~~)), namely that w2Q, is estimated in 
L2( [0, t], L”(Z)) for any fixed compact interval Z, uniformly with respect o 
translations. Coming back to u then provides estimates of c?u in 
L’([O, t], L”(Z,)), by which is meant that for any SE [0, r], 02% is 
restricted to an interval Z, which is translated linearly in T. From that 
property we obtain the required estimates of IX% in L’([O, t], L’(r)) for 
fixed I’ by taking Z sufficiently large so that nTE r,,[, I, 2 I’. In other words 
the conclusion of Part (1) is Galilei invariant. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let J so&-j”” the condition (A) or (B), (6.22), and (6.24). 
Define the function K by 
KiP)=P(WP)-P? (6.28) 
and the operator K= K(o). Then 
(1) K can be represented as K= K, + K2 with K, E%‘, 
(l+p)k’K;~L”, and (l+p)“Kz~Lm. 
(2) Let O<p<l and let h~g’nL” with 3 c, and GEL’. 
Then the operators [HK, h] and [HK, h] co“ are bounded, with 
IIICHK 12llII W7$L’2 IIfA, Ihi I +2 IlKzll, IIM,, (6.29) 
IIIC~~,~l~~lll~~~lI~ll~+Il~II,+ll~ll~+ll~l~~. (6.30) 
Proof Part (1). Let J satisfy (A j. We decompose J= J, + J2 = T1 + Jz 
with J, defined in Lemma 6.1 and ?i = J, + 2a + b so that J, 2 J and 
Tz < 0. From (6.24) it follows that also I J,(p)/ d cp. By (6.22), we can then 
define M, and E, by 
Mf=p2p++--117,, M,30 
k, = p(M, - p”). 
Equivalently, E1 is the larger root of 
Zz:+2p I+,& =pJ 
(6.31) 
(6.32) 
so that 
o<k,<(pJy2 A (2pP)-‘7, 
06 -x, <pl+p A p-v IS,1 
(6.33) 
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Furthermore K, E V” and its derivative is given by 
2~;(~~+p’+~)=3,+pl;-2(1+~)p~~:, 
so that by (6.33) 
I~;IpM,dc(l+p) (6.34) 
and k’, behaves as p--I’ for large p. From this fact and (6.33) again, 
it follows that one can decompose R, = K, +K3 with Kl ~g’ and 
(1 + p”)K; E L m, and K, EL” with compact support. We next define R2 by 
K = z, + K1, or equivalently 
so that (since 5, d 0) 
06 -&Qdf, A ISrIM,‘. (6.35) 
In particular R, E L”, (1 + pp)R2 EL”, and therefore K: = R, + K, enjoys 
the same properties. 
Part (2). The operator [HK, 1z] is bounded according to (6.29) by 
Lemma 6.1 Part (3 ). The operator [HK, h] whL has the integral kernel 
i(271)~~“*h(5-5’)(&/5~)-dK(l~‘l)j ll’lp. (6.36) 
We estimate 
Substituting those estimates into (6.36) and using the Young inequality 
yields (6.30) immediately. Q.E.D. 
We now come back to the proof of Proposition 6.3. 
Part (2). This is proved exactly as Proposition 4.2 Part (2), using the 
extension of Lemma 4.1 for p 2 l/2, and a direct proof of (4.4) for ,U < l/2. 
Part (3). This is proved exactly as Proposition 4.2 Part (3). Both in 
Part (2) for p < l/2 and in Part (3), the condition (C) or (D) is used to 
take the limit IZ -+ co in the contribution [HJ,, 121 of the kinetic remainder. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.1. The second smoothing identity (6.25) is derived here only 
under the condition (6.22), and therefore possibly only after a suitable 
Galilei transformation has been performed. That identity however is not 
Galilei invariant. We leave open the question whether a similar identity 
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holds when (6.22) does not hold. Note also that (6.22) is satisfied for the 
ILW equation and the Smith equation (see (6.2) and (6.4)). 
We next turn to the case of H’ solutions for p = l/2, considered in 
Section 5, namely we consider the equation 
13,u+ HD’u-HJu=DV’(u). (6.37) 
In the special case V’(u) =u’, it follows from Section 6 of [l] that the 
equation (6.37) with initial data USE H’ has a solution UE LzC([w, H’) for 
J satisfying (6.24). In fact the only property of J that is used in [l] is the 
boundedness of the operator CK’J. Furthermore, that solution can be 
obtained by a suitable limiting procedure from a smooth solution of a 
parabolically regularized version of (6.37). Since the parabolic regulariza- 
tion does not spoil the smoothing identities, it is suflicient to extend the 
smoothing identity for (6.37) itself in order to extend Proposition 5.1 to the 
present case. In the case of general V, it is convenient to use the available 
results and methods for finite energy solutions, and to extend the 
smoothing identity to the regularized equation 
d,u+HD’u-HJ~=@DV’(@JZ~). (6.38) 
The following two lemmas are the corresponding extensions of Lemmas 5.1 
and 5.2. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let J satisfy? the condition (A) or (B) and (6.24). Then 
Lemma 5.1 applies to the equation (6.37) with (5.4) and (5.5) replaced 
respectively by 
and 
LHS of (5.4) + 2(Du, [HJ, h] Du) 
=RHS of (5.4)-3(HDu, [hV’(u), c’J] Du) 
-3(Ju,h’V’(u))+3(HJu,hW’(u)) (6.39) 
LHS of (5.5)=RHS of (5.5)-3(HDu, [V”(u), o+J] Du) 
+ 3(HJu, W’(u)). (6.40) 
LEMMA 6.5. Let J satisfy the condition (A) or (B) and (6.24). Then 
Lemma 5.2 applies to the equation (6.38) with (5.15) and (5.16) replaced 
respectively by 
LHS of (5.15)+2(Du, [HJ, h] Du) 
=RHS of(5.15)-3(@HDu, [hV”(@u),w-lJ]ODu) 
- 3(@Ju, h’V’(@u)) (6.41) 
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and 
LHS of(516)=RHS of(5.16)-3(@HDu, [V”(@u), w-‘J]@Du). 
(6.42 j
The proofs of Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5 are minor variations of those of 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 and will be omitted. 
It is now an easy matter to extend Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 to the 
present case. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let J satisfy the condition (A) or (B) and (6.24). Then 
the equation (6.37) with V’(u) = u2 and initial data u(O) = ZONE H’ has a 
solution satisjjing 
u~%(jW, L2)n(‘%‘,,,nL~,)(R, H’)nl”(L;?,,(R, H3’“)). (6.43 )
Sketch of Proof The proof combines the existence proof for H’ solu- 
tions given in [ 11 in the special case of the Smith equation with additional 
a priori estimates based on Lemma 6.3. The a priori estimate in LEC(H *) 
follows from (6.40). The most dangerous term in the right hand side is 
estimated for V’(U) = U’ by the use of (5.38) as 
l(HDu, [V”(u), w-‘J] Du)l 
<4sp1” j(io-‘JIII IlDulli ((w’:~uI/~ aE (6.44) 
for any E, 0 < E 6 l/2, and with 
a= IId-, II o+~u~I;~ llDu!lz. (6.45 j
We choose 2~ Log a = 1 if Log a 2 1 and E = l/2 if Log a 6 1, thereby 
continuing (6.44) as 
... B 4 IIIo-~JIII IlDull; llo1~2ul12 
(2a)‘!2 
(2e Log a) lu2 
;; “,-I (6.46) 
, 
When substituted in (6.40), (6.46) yields by integration an a priori estimate 
of the form 
IIDull~<exp(C(l +t2)). (6.47) 
The a priori estimate in I “(LfO,(lR, H3j2)) follows from (6.39) and (6.47) by 
minor variations of the proof of Proposition 5.1. QED. 
In a similar way, Proposition 5.2 is extended as follows. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let J sati.$v the condition (A) or (B) and (6.24). Thee 
Proposition 5.2 applies to the equatiorl (6.37). 
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The proof is identical with that of Proposition 5.2. In particular the 
additional terms containing J in the right hand side of (6.41) and (6.42) are 
less singular than the terms already present in the right hand side of (5.15) 
and (5.16). 
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